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Abstract
Weconsider a class ofmulti-qubit dephasingmodels that combine classical noise sources and linear
coupling to a bosonic environment, and are controlled by arbitrary sequences of dynamical
decoupling pulses. Building on a general transfer filter-function framework for open-loop control, we
provide an exact representation of the controlled dynamics for arbitrary stationary non-Gaussian
classical and quantumnoise statistics, with analytical expressions emergingwhen all dephasing
sources areGaussian. This exact characterization is used to establish twomain results. First, we
constructmulti-qubit sequences that ensuremaximumhigh-order error suppression in both the time
and frequency domain and that can be exponentially more efficient than existing ones in terms of total
pulse number. Next, we showhow long-timemulti-qubit storagemay be achieved bymeeting
appropriate conditions for the emergence of a fidelity plateau under sequence repetition, thereby
generalizing recent results for single-qubitmemory underGaussian dephasing. In both scenarios, the
key step is to endowmulti-qubit sequences with a suitable displacement anti-symmetry property, which
is of independent interest for applications ranging from environment-assisted entanglement
generation tomulti-qubit noise spectroscopy protocols.
1. Introduction
Characterizing and counteracting decoherence fromnoise environments whichmay exhibit both temporal and
spatial correlations is a central challenge for realizing high-fidelity quantum information processing (QIP) and
fault-tolerant quantum computation [1, 2]. Of particular interest are purely dephasing environments, which
provide an accurate physical descriptionwhenever relaxation processes associatedwith energy exchange occur
over a characteristic time scale that is substantially longer than that associatedwith dephasing dynamics.
Provided that the noise arises predominantly from low-frequency components, and that external control is
available over time scales that are short compared to the resulting temporal correlations, open-loop techniques
based on dynamical decoupling (DD) and dynamically error-corrected gates [1, 3–8] provide a powerful tool for
boosting operationalfidelities—potentially eliminating ‘coherent’ (highly ‘non-Markovian’) errors that
dominate worst-case error estimates in rigorous threshold analyses [9, 10].
Our focus in this work isDD for a class of purely dephasingmodels, that describe stationary but not
necessarily Gaussian correlated noise from combined classical and quantum sources on amulti-qubit system.
More precisely, as detailed in section 2.1, we consider arbitrary single- and two-qubit classical time-dependent
phase noise, alongwith quantumnoise from a dephasing ‘free field’Hamiltonian—namely, a linear diagonal
spin-bosonmodel where non-Gaussian statisticsmay arise solely from the bath initial state [11–14]. Our
motivation is twofold: on the one hand, while general-purposemulti-qubit DD sequences based on
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arbitrarily high order [5, 15, 16] (section 2.2), itmay be possible to design less resource-intensiveDDprotocols
by tailoring construction to dephasingmodels with particular characteristics; on the other hand, while an
approach to practical long-time high-fidelity quantummemory has been recently proposed based on the idea of
engineering a ‘coherent plateau’ [17] by sequence repetition, the existing analysis is only applicable to a single
qubit exposed toGaussian phase noise.
We tackle the above issues under the simplifying assumptions that the requiredDDpulsesmay be
instantaneously and perfectly effected on selected (subsets of) qubits—subject, however, to a realistic constraint
on theirminimum separation, or ‘switching time’ [17, 18].We leverage a generalfilter-transfer function
formalism for characterizing open-loop error-suppression capabilities in both the time and the frequency
domain using fundamental filter functions (FFs) as building blocks [19]. Ourfirst result, and starting point for
subsequent analysis, is an exact analytical characterization for themulti-qubit controlled dynamics in terms of a
suitably defined time-ordered cumulant expansion, given in section 2.3.While it is known that an exact solution
exists for the free evolution of a system subject toGaussian bosonic phase noise [20–22], and is in fact equivalent
to the one resulting from a second-orderMagnus perturbative treatment [12], our analysis extends this
equivalence toDD-controlled evolution. In the process, we recover a number of partial results that have
appeared in the literature, limited to two qubits under special symmetry assumptions [23–27]. For generic non-
Gaussian dephasing noise, our representation shows how arbitrary high-order cumulantsmay still be expressed
in terms of only two FFs associatedwith the controlmodulation of single- and two-qubit terms.
Sections 3 and 4 contain our core results on two control tasks of increasing complexity: (i) suppressing errors
as effectively as possible, so that quantum information is preserved over a short-time regime of interest (e.g., a
single gating period); (ii) ensuring that quantum information is preservedwith high fidelity for long storage
times, with on-demand access. Provided that selective control over individual qubits is available, we show that
newmulti-qubit DD sequencesmay be constructed, so that a displacement anti-symmetry property is obeyed by
the control switching functions, both in the simplest case ofN=2 qubits (section 3.2) and, by appropriately
orchestrating the sign pattern for every qubit pair, for generalN (section 3.3). Such sequences ensure the same
order of error suppression as the best known nested or concatenated protocols, while alsomaximizing their
‘filtering order’ in the frequency domain [19]. Further to that, for afixed system sizeN, DD sequences
incorporating displacement anti-symmetry are exponentiallymore efficient in terms of total pulse number, as
long as any direct coupling between qubits is time-independent. The possibility of achievingmulti-qubit long-
time storage bymeeting appropriate conditions for the emergence of a fidelity plateau under sequence repetition
isfirst established for the important case of non-Gaussian classical stationary phase noise in section 4.1.
Generalization of this result to dephasing scenarios that also include bosonic noise sources again relies crucially
on incorporating displacement anti-symmetry in theDD sequences used for repetition (section 4.2).
Provided that the relevant conditions for the emergence of afidelity plateau can be satisfied, we argue in
section 5.1 that the combined use ofmulti-qubit DD sequences that do not (or, respectively, do) obey
displacement anti-symmetry provides a systematicmethod for controlled generation and storage ofmulti-
partite entanglementmediated by a commonquantum environment, extending known schemes for bipartite
entanglement generation [28, 29]. Section 5.2 briefly discusses aspects related to the practical significance and
main anticipated limitations of our findings in the light of realistic considerations, whereas a summary and
outlook to future research conclude in section 6. Byway of concrete illustration of our general FF formalism,we
provide in appendix A additional technical detail on the simplest yet practically important case of aDD-
controlled two-qubit systemunderGaussian dephasing from combined classical and quantumbosonic sources.
Lastly, we include in appendix B a discussion of the impact of timing errors on the idealfidelity plateau, based on
a simple errormodel that breaks the required underlying displacement anti-symmetry in a two-qubit system.
2.Multi-qubit controlled dephasing dynamics
2.1. Gaussian versus non-Gaussian dephasingmodels
Weconsider a class of purely-dephasing noisemodels onN qubits inwhich no energy exchange takes place
between the system and an environment (‘bath’)modeled by a continuumof classical and/or quantummodes
—see section 5.2 for further discussion on their physical relevance. The general formof the relevant open-
systemHamiltonian reads
( ) ( ) ( ) = Ä + Ä +H t H t H H , 1S B S B SB
where ( )H tS andHB denote, respectively, the internalHamiltonian for the system and bath, andHSB describes
their interaction. For a purely dephasingmodel, [ ] =H H, 0SB S , implying the existence of a preferred (energy or
computational) basis [1].Without loss of generality, we take this to be the z basis, and use ℓZ to denote the Pauli
operator sz acting on qubitℓ. A generalmulti-qubit dephasingHamiltonian that includes up to two-body noisy
qubit interactions and linear system–bath couplingmay then bewritten as
2
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wherewe allow for dephasing due to both classical and quantumnoise sources, as represented by thefluctuating
systemHamiltonianHS(t) and the system–bath interactionHamiltonianHSB, for suitable (Hermitian) operators
ℓB acting onB. Specifically, ( )ℓz t and ( )ℓ ℓh ¢ t, are classical stochastic processes describing random fluctuations
of the local energy splittings and two-local (Ising) coupling strengths, ℓd and ℓ ℓ¢d , .
A formally similar treatment of classical and quantumnoise sources is possible uponmoving to the
interaction picture associatedwith the bathHamiltonianHB. The totalHamiltonian becomes
( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) = Ä +H t H t H t H tS B SB , with ˜ ( ) ( )ºH t H t ,S S ˜ ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓº å Ä=H t Z B t ,
N
SB 1 andwhere, for
notational convenience, we simply use ( )ℓB t to denote the interaction-picture representation of ℓB . For the
purpose of achieving decoherence suppression and arbitrary state preservation, the dynamics generated by ˜ ( )H t
corresponds to unwanted (‘error’) evolution, thus ˜ ( ) ( )ºH t H te in the framework of dynamical error
suppression [8, 19]. In amulti-qubit setting, the noise acting on different (subsets of) qubitsmay exhibit
different kinds of temporal as well as spatial correlations. In particular, two limiting situationsmay be envisioned
for the coupling of the quantumbath to different qubits:
• A common bath, inwhich case [ ( ) ( )]ℓ ℓ ¢ ¹¢B t B t, 0, ℓ ℓ" ¹ ¢ for at least some ¢t t, .
• A private (or independent) bath, inwhich case [ ( ) ( )]ℓ ℓ ¢ =¢B t B t, 0, ℓ ℓ" ¹ ¢, " ¢t t, .
While intermediate situations are clearly possible, an additional distinction is relevant for the common-bath
scenario depending onwhether qubit-permutation symmetry is present. Specifically, collective dephasing
corresponds to ( ) ( )ℓ =B t B t , ℓ" , as extensively studied in the context of decoherence-free subspaces [1, 30].
Noise processes and their correlations can be further characterized by their spectral properties in the frequency
domain.
Spectral properties of classical phase noise—Classical noise processesmay be compactly characterized by their
statisticalmoments [31], obtained via the ensemble average over noise realizations, henceforth denoted by ·á ñc .
Given thefluctuatingHamiltonianHS(t) in equation (2), we aremost generally interested in cross-correlations
of the form ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ z z h há ñ++t t t tj p j p k c1 1j j k1 1 for all j, k, where ℓ ℓ{ }º ¢p , labels qubit pairs, andwe
include jointmoments of a single noise source, ( )ℓz t or ( )h tp , as a particular case. A simpler description is
obtained by using cumulants, whichwe denote ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))ℓ ℓ( )  z z h h++C t t t t
k
j p j p k1 1j j k1 1
and define via
generalmoment-cumulant relations [31]. If { }Ai denotes a set of randomvariables, then
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )
( ) å á ñ = á ñ =
pÎP







where ( )P n is the set of partitions of n elements, { }p = ¼V V, , r1 , and each blockVi contains the elements
{ ( )} =v si sV 1i ordered according to ¼A A, , n1 , with
( ) ( ) ( )( ) (∣ ∣) ( ) (∣ ∣) ºC A A C A A . 5V n V v v V1 1i i i i i
For example:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
á ñ = +
+ + +
A A A C A A A C A C A C A






















and so on. The above definition of cumulant, which respects the order of the arguments, is equivalent to the
traditional onewhen the randomvariables commute, but solves the ambiguity that arises when ordering
becomes important, as it does for non-commuting operator-variables in the quantum case. The expressions in
equation (4) can be inverted as usual in probability theory and statistics, allowing one towrite the cumulants in
terms of themoments [31].
A description of the noise process in frequency spacemay be given by considering the Fourier transformof
cumulants. Specifically, the Fourier transformof a kth order (cross-) cumulant defines the kth order polyspectrum
[14, 32], ( )ℓ ℓ w w¼
z h
¼ ¼+
S , ,p p k, , , , ,
,
1j j k1 1
, via
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( ) (˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ))ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ[ ] ( )
  w z w z w h w h wºz h¼ ¼ ++ +S C ,p p k
k
j p j p k, , , , ,
,
1 1j j k j j k1 1 1 1
where ˜ ( )ℓz w , ˜ ( )h wp are random variables obtained from ( )ℓz t , ( )h tp via Fourier transform, andwe have
introduced the notation ( )[ ]

w w wº ¼, ,k k1 to denote a vector of length5 k. The noise process is stationary if
arbitrary cumulants, ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))ℓ ℓ( )  z z h h++C t t t t
k
j p j p k1 1j j k1 1
, depend solely on time differences, say,
t º -+t tj j 1 1 for = ¼ -j k1, , 1, rather that absolute time values. Thus, the stationarity assumption translates
into
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ[ ] [ ]
  w pd w w w= + +z h z h¼ ¼ ¼ ¼ -+ +S S2 , 6p p k k p p k, , , , ,
,
1 , , , , ,
,
1j j k j j k1 1 1 1
where, by letting [ ]




1 and ·  w t w t w tº + + - -k k1 1 1 1, wemaywrite









S C t t t td e , .p p k k
k




2 1 1j j k k1 1 1
Of particular interest are stationary zero-mean classical Gaussian noise processes, whose statistical properties are
completely characterized by the second-order cumulants. That is
( ( ) ( ) ( )) ( )ℓ ℓ( ) z z t h t t+ ¼ + = " ¹ "+ -C t t t k t0, 2, , . 7k p k j2 1 1k1
Accordingly, forGaussian noise all the statistical properties are formally encapsulated by ( )ℓ ℓ  w
z h
+
S p p, , , ,
,
j j k1 1
for
k=2 and =j 0, 1, 2; that is, physically, the noise power spectra associated to two-point correlations in the
single-qubit and two-qubit energyfluctuations, ( )ℓ ℓ w
zS ,1 2 ( j=2), ( )w
hSp p,1 2 ( j=0), and the cross-power




( j=1). If, additionally, the local and two-local classical noise sources, ( )ℓz t and ( )h tp , are
statistically independent, onemay further simplify to ( )ℓ ℓ w =
z h
¼ ¼+
S 0p p, , , ,
,
j j k1 1
for < <j k0 .
Spectral properties of quantum phase noise—The spectral properties of a quantumdephasing environment
may likewise be characterized in terms of statisticalmoments and cumulants. The starting point is to define
statistical averages with respect to the initial state of the bath, say, rB, by using (· )rTrB B instead of ·á ñc .While in
themost general case initial system–bath correlationsmay be present (hence [ ( )]r r= Tr 0B S SB ), throughout the
present analysis we shall work under the standard assumption of an initial factorized state of the form
( ) ( )r r rº Ä0 0SB S B. Thus, we are interested in the time-domain kth ordermoments
[ ( ) ( ) ] ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ r º á ñB t B t B t B tTr ,k k qB 1 B 1k k1 1
or in the frequency Fourier transformof the corresponding cumulant
( ) ( ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ[ ] ( )
 w w w=¼S C B B , 8k k k, ,B 1k k1 1
where ˜ ( )ℓ wB is the Fourier transformof ( )ℓB t . Operator cumulants are defined recursively via themoment-
cumulant relations given earlier, equation (4), upon replacing ·á ñc with ·á ñq, e.g.
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))
( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
á ñ = +
á ñ = +
B t B t C B t B t C B t C B t



















1 2 1 2 1 2
2 1 2 1 2 1
In the generic case, where [ ]ℓ ¹B H, 0B , one can see that a necessary and sufficient condition for stationarity is
that [ ]r =H, 0B B . In particular, a stationary zero-mean quantumGaussian noise processmay be defined by
requiring that, for all t, ( )ℓá ñ =B t 0,q and, in analogy to equation (7), that arbitrary cumulants vanish for >k 2.
The corresponding k=2 quantumpower spectrum then obeys the relation
( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓw w pd w w w= +¢ ¢S S, 2,
B
1 2 1 2 ,
B
2 , where
( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓòw t t= á + ñ "w t¢ -¥
¥
-




Inwhat follows, we focus on dephasing noise originating frombosonic sources, representing for instance
phonon or photonmodes. In this context, a paradigmatic example is the linear spin-bosonmodel [3, 11, 13, 20–
22, 33, 34], defined by the following bathHamiltonian and interaction operators in equations (1) and (3) (in
units where  = 1):
( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ† † *å å= W W = +H a a B g a g a, 0, , 9
k
k k k k
k
k k k kB
where [ ]† d=¢ ¢a a,k k k k, , [ ] [ ]
† †= =¢ ¢a a a a, 0 ,k k k k , and
ℓg
k describes the coupling strength between qubitℓ and
bathmode k. If the initial bath state rB is thermal, with inverse temperature b = k T1 B , r µ
b-e HB B, the family





i ik k describes a stationary noise process which also obeys free-
fieldGaussian statistics [13]. The above quantumpower spectrum is explicitly given by
5
Noise cross-power spectramay be also defined in terms of the Fourier transformof themoments (and related high-order time-correlation
functions) [31]. Following standard practice in classical signal processing theory [32] and our previous analysis [19], we employ cumulants in
what follows. In addition, wewill assume sufficient regularity for all the relevant Fourier transforms to bemathematically well-defined.
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( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ† †* *åw p d w d w= + W á ñ + - W á ñ¢ ¢ ¢S g g a a g g a a2 , 10
k
k k k k k q k k k k k q,
B
where ( ( ) )† †bá ñ = W - = á ñ -a a a acoth 2 1 2 1k k q k k k q are equilibrium expectation values. Assuming that the




k ri [11], where

k is themomentum associatedwith the kth
mode and ℓ

r the position of theℓth qubit, one gets
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )ℓ ℓ ·( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
  




t2 i 2 i k ,
wherewe have further expressed the exponent in terms of themode frequency and the transit time [22] via the
(linear) dispersion relation · ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
  
W = -¢ ¢t k r rk , . Under these assumptions
( ) ( ) ( ( ) )





















e coth 2 1 2, 0,









where ( ) ∣ ∣ [ ( ) ( )] ( )w d w d w w= å - W + + W = -J g Jk k k k2 is the spectral density function of the oscillator bath
in the continuum limit6.
Since, by definition, ( )ℓ ℓ w w¢S ,,
B
1 2 is the second-order cumulant of the Fourier-transformed bath operators,








B, upon separating operator products into anti-commutators and
commutators. If the latter are, respectively, denoted by [ ], , direct calculation yields
[[ ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )] ] ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓw w r w w pd w w wº = +¢  ¢

¢
B B S STr , , 2 , 131 2 B ,
B,
1 2 1 2 ,
B,
2
( ) ( ) ( )
( )










































e coth 2 , 0,




















Thus, ( )ℓ ℓ w¢
+S ,
B, ( ( )ℓ ℓ w¢
-S ,
B, ) have symmetric (anti-symmetric) character in the sense that















a feature that will be useful in understanding their contribution to different dynamical aspects.
While the free dynamics undermulti-qubit classical plus bosonic dephasingwill be recovered as a special
case of theDD-controlled dynamics, two remarks are in order. First, our approachmay be applied to awider
class of quantumnoise scenarios, for instance environments consisting ofmultiple interacting types of bosons,
as long as the relevantHamiltonian can bemapped to equation (9) via an appropriate Bogoliubov
transformation [35]. Second, for all the noise sources considered, afinite normof the error dynamics to be
filtered outwill be assumed—or, inmore physical terms, a finite correlation time (‘non-Markovian’ behavior in
the sense of [4, 13]) relative towhich fast control regimesmay be accessed. This is a crucial requirement forDD
methods to be effective [1, 4, 18, 19, 36], whichwill translate into assuming that all relevant noise spectra decay
sufficiently rapidly at high frequencies.
2.2. Control protocols
To facilitate presentation of the essential new results, we assume access to perfect instantaneousπ rotations, and
postpone discussion of realistic effects to section 5.2. This ideal ‘bang–bang’DD setting has been extensively
investigated in both single-qubit [3, 5, 6, 33, 34] andmulti-qubit systems [4, 15, 16, 37] (see [1] for a review). For
the sake of completeness and consistency, we summarize the basic ingredients in this section, building in
particular on [16, 38]. In the process, we introduce a new composition rulewhich unifies existing high-order
sequence constructions andmay be of independent interest withinDD theory.
For the dephasing noisemodels under consideration, control implemented via instantaneous rotations
along a fixed axis (say, x), suffices. Let aDD sequence, labeled by an integer index s, be specified in terms of a
control operation ( )sºX x , and a number n(s) of control intervals { }( ) ( )t º r Tj
s
j
s , whereT is the total evolution






1 are positive numbers, that satisfy ( )å =r 1j j
s and describe the relative pulse timings. If
( )( )tU j
s
0 denotes free evolution over
( )t j
s , the controlled propagator induced by such a sequence reads
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )




0 1 0 1 0 0
where operators are applied from right to left and afinal pulse is included at time t=T depending on the parity
of s in order to ensure a cyclic control propagator. Following [19, 38], we say that theDD sequence achieves
cancellation order (CO)α, with respect to the control operationX, if the normof unwanted (non-commuting)
6




detailed balance at thermal equilibrium.
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error terms is suppressed up to orderα in time, that is, ∣∣[ ( )] ∣∣ ( )( ) ~a a+X U T T, X 1 .With this inmind, we
shall henceforth identify aºs . Consider twoDD sequences, each acting on qubitℓ, ℓ¢ via control operations
ℓX , ℓ¢X , and specified in terms of intervals { }( )t j
s , { }( )t ¢
¢
j
s respectively.We can build a new sequence over timeT
by using the following composition rule:
◦ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )




















That is, each free evolution period in the original ‘outer sequence’ ( )( )ℓ¢ ¢U Ts
X is replaced by an ‘inner sequence’
( )ℓUs
X of duration determined by the corresponding outer interval ( )t ¢
¢
j
s .We are now ready to define the specific
high-order sequenceswewill be using.
Single-qubit DD sequences—The two relevant sequences are single-axis CDD [5] andUhrigDD (UDD) [6].
The formermay be defined recursively via
( ) ◦ ( )( ) ( ) ( )=a a-T TCDD CDD CDD ,X X X1 1
with relative pulse timings { } { }( ) =r 1 2, 1 2j
1 , so that, for example
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
=
= =
T XU T XU T
T X T X T U T XU T XU T
CDD 2 2 ,




2 1 1 0 0 0
and so on.On the other hand, theαth orderUDDprotocol is defined by the pulse timings
[ ( )]( ) p a= +at T jsin 2 2j 2 , with
( ) ( ) ( )t = -a a a+t tj j j1 for a= ¼j 0, , .
Multi-qubit DD sequences—Both single-qubit CDDandUDD sequences admit extensions tomultiple qubits
via the composition rule given in equation (17). In particular, by letting ( )

º ¼X X X, , N1 , one can define the
followingN-qubit sequences:
( ) ◦ ( ◦ ( ( ◦ )) )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  

ºa a a a a a¼ -
-U T U U U U T , 18
X X X X X

















( )       
   
¢ ºa a
a
¼ ¼ ¼ ¼U T U U U T . 19
X X X X
, , 1, , 1 1, , 1 1, , 1
times
By construction, both achieve CO equal to { }a a a= ¼min , , N1 with respect to { }ℓX . However, if the single-









, , N1 in equation (18) uses a total number of pulses
( ) ( ) [ ( )]ℓ ℓ a a=  =n N n nP
N Ntot
1 , whereas ( )( )
( )

¢ a a¼U T
X
, , in equation (19)uses ( ) [ ( )]= an N n 1P Ntot , with
( )n NPtot growing exponentially withN in either case. Depending on the sequences used as building blocks, all
knownhigh-orderDD sequencesmay be recovered. Specifically, we shall consider the followingαth orderN-
qubit sequences:
(i) Multi-qubit CDD [5]:







( )    
   
=a a
a
¼ ¼ ¼ ¼T TCDD CDD CDD CDD .
X X X X
, , 1, , 1 1, , 1 1, , 1
times
(ii) NestedUDD (NUDD) [15]:
( ) ◦ ( ◦ ( ( ◦ )) )( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

=a a a a a a¼ -











( ) ◦ ( ◦ ( ( ◦ )) )( )( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  

=a a a a a a¼ -










Todate, NUDD is themost efficient known sequence, in terms of the required number of pulses capable of
ensuring COα for generalmulti-qubit dephasing noise as in equations (2) and (3), at least for sufficiently hard
noise spectral cutoffs [39].
Once amulti-qubit DD sequence is chosen, the effect of the control ismost simply described in the
interaction picture associated to the control propagatorUc(t), which in the present setting simply leads to time-
7
Note that the sequences given in (ii) and (iii) are two extremes of the possible range of sequences thatmay be built using the composition
rule of equation (17) andCDDas building blocks. The composition rulemay be naturally extended tomulti-axisDD sequences, recovering
for instance concatenatedUDDor quadraticDD [1].
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dependent ‘error generators’, namely
ℓ
ℓ ℓ
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ






º = " ¹ ¢¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
Z Z t U t Z U t y t Z





where the control switching function for theℓth qubit has the form
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ
ℓ ℓ( ) ( )
ℓ( )
å= - Q - Q -
=








Here, ℓ( )nP denotes the total number of pulses applied on qubitℓ andΘ is, as usual, the step function.We say that
the control is (qubit) non-selective (or global) if ( ) ( )ℓ =y t y t ℓ" , and that it is selective otherwise. Note that
nestedmulti-qubit sequences necessarily require qubit-selective control. A simple illustrative example is
depicted infigure 1.
2.3. Exact representation of the controlled dynamics and fundamental FFs
In order to determine the reduced dynamics of the controlledmulti-qubit system, the first step is to obtain an
expression for the unitary ‘error propagator’ resulting from equation (1) underDD, evaluated in the combined
interaction picture associated to the control and bath evolution. Thanks to the fact that the bosonic algebra
guarantees simple commutation relationships between noise operators, namely, [ ( ) ( )]ℓ ℓ ¢ µ¢B t B t, B for all
¹ ¢t t , theMagnus expansion [1] truncates exactly at the second order. Accordingly, the desired propagator,
whichwe denote henceforth ˜ ( )U Te , may be compactly expressed as follows (up to an irrelevant global phase
factor):
˜ ( ) ( )( ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )) ( ) [ ]




ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
† ò
å åz h
= - + º -












U T U t H t H t U t t H T
Z T B T Z Z T R T





c S SB c eff
, ,
where equation (21) explicitly defines the relevant effectiveHamiltonian Heff , andwe have introduced new
randomvariables aswell as time-averaged quantities by letting
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓz z h h¢ º + ¢ º +¢ ¢ ¢t d t t d t, , 22, , ,







( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓò òº -¢ ¢ ¢R T t t y t y t B t B t
1
2






2 1 2 1 2
1
It is instructive to examine the propagator in the frequency domain, by exploiting the fundamental FF formalism
introduced in [19]. Substituting the explicit forms of theMagnus terms in equations (23) and (24) in the
Figure 1.Control switching functions versus normalized time forNUDDonN=3 qubits, ( )










1 , resulting inCO a = 2. Each crossing of the switching functionwith the time axis is associatedwith a control pulse on the
corresponding qubit (for a total of = ´ ´ =n 4 4 2 32P
tot pulses).
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expression for ˜ ( )U Te in equation (21) and taking the Fourier transform, onemay rewrite (up to irrelevant global
phase factors):
˜ ( ) [ ( )( ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ))
( ) ˜ ( )



























w w w w























U T Z G T B
Z Z G T
























1 2 1 2
where the relevant first- and second-order generalized FFs, ( )( ) wG T,1 and ( )( ) w wG T, ,2 1 2 , may in turn be




( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ( ) ( ))
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
w w
w w w
w w w w w w
- = = ¼
- = + ¹ ¢
- = - ¹ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢
G T F T N
G T F T F T
G T F T F T
i , , , 1, , ,




, , , , ,
Z Z
Z Z Z Z Z Z










and the corresponding first- and second-order fundamental FFs are given by
( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( )ℓ
( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ







( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( )ℓ ℓ
( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ







( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( )] ( )ℓ ℓ
( ) · ( )
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
 















We recall that this general filtering formalism allows one to determine theCOof a control protocol as well as
its filtering order (FO)—in particular, around

w = 0, as relevant toDD. If
( ) ( ( ) ) ( )( )
( ) ( )
w w w¼ = a¼










1, , 1, ,
where ( )
( ) 
wF ¼m a aj
j
1, , is a degree- ( )F ¼a a
j
, , j1 monomial in the components of

w, then theCO { }( )a a= ¼min a aj, , j1 and
the (level-2-Magnus) FO { }[ ] ( )F º F = F ¼min a aj2 , , j1 , respectively. In general, it is crucial to analyze the
suppression capabilities of a protocol in both the frequency and time domain to fully characterize the control
performance [19]. As defined in equation (29), the FO contains information about how ‘flat’ thefilter





w = 0, hence howwell it attenuates low-frequency noise. TheCO,
on the other hand, quantifies theway inwhich uncorrected error contributions are expected to scale with the
total sequence time, irrespective of frequency. In this sense, the CO can be thought of as providing information
about the overallmagnitude of the filtered signal. Notice that dimensional analysis establishes a relation between
theCOand FOof any generalized FF. Since ( )( ) w¼G T,O O
j
, ,a aj1
is a j-nested time integral, it has dimensions of
[time]j, which yields
( )( ) ( ) a - F = - "¼ ¼ j j1 0, . 30a aj a aj, , , ,j j1 1
Minimization of the left hand-side also implies that the overall CO and FOof a protocol obey the simple
relationship8  aF . In the light of these considerations, the high-order sequences described in the previous
section have interestingfiltering properties: because only FFs of order a = 1, 2 are relevant to the analysis, one
may verify that CDD andNUDD sequences haveCO equal toα and FO { }a aÎ - 1, .
The effectiveHamiltonian Heff defined in equation (21) (or equation (25) in Fourier space) comprises
different physical contributions. One-body terms, proportional to ℓZ , are present for qubits coupled to arbitrary
classical or private quantumbaths. Two-body terms, proportional to ℓ ℓ¢Z Z and capable of inducing quantum
correlations between different qubits, may have two distinct originswithin ourmodel:
• Theymay result from the ‘direct’ Ising coupling in the freeHamiltonian, corresponding to the term ( )ℓz ¢ T in





1 in equation (25);
• Theymay result from the ‘induced’ couplingmediated by the quantumbath via its non-commuting character,
corresponding to the term ( )ℓ ℓ¢R T, in equation (21) andfiltered by ( )( )ℓ ℓ w w¢G T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2 in equation (25).
8
We stress that for noisemodelsmore general than dephasing as considered here,Φ andαneed not be tightly related, and one can only
guarantee that the (infinite-level-Magnus) [ ]  aF ¥ [19].
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Even in the absence of direct coupling ( ( )ℓ ℓh¢ º¢ t 0, ), the bath–mediated interaction poses amain obstacle
to designing less resource-intensiveDD sequences, as wewill see in the following section. Notwithstanding, it is
important to iterate that, thanks to the bosonic algebra, the frequency-domain commutator
[ ˜ ( ) ˜ ( )]ℓ ℓ w w µ¢B B,1 2 B depends only on one frequency variable, and thus only ( )( )ℓ ℓ w w-¢G T, ,Z Z,
2 will be
relevant to our analysis.
Depending on the initial state of the system and/or bath, the cancellation orfiltering order of aDD sequence
may be higher [19] than they are at the propagator level. In order to proceed to the exact solution for the reduced
systemdynamics under the initial factorization assumption ( ) ( )r r r= Ä0 0SB B, let the initialN-qubit state be
( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( ) å år r r= ñá º ñáa a b b a b0 0 0 , 31
a b







where the sum ranges over all possible binary strings ºa a aN1 and ºb b bN1 of lengthN. The
interaction-picture reduced densitymatrix at timeTmay then be expressed as
( ) [ ˜ ( ) ( ) ˜ ( ) ] ( )∣ ∣ ( )† ( )år r r rá ñ = á Ä ñ º ñá-T U T U T a bTr 0 e 0 , 32c q c
a b
Z T




where the complex factor ( ) ( ) ( )c fº +Z T T Tia b a b a b, , , allows for both non-trivial decay and phase evolution
of each coherence element. Specifically, direct calculation yields:
( )( ) [ ] ¯ ( ) [ ] ¯ ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ= å åh z- D + + ¢ D ¢< ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢e e e 33Z T a a b b T a b T
c
, ,a b, ,
· ( )
[ ] ¯ ( ) [ ]( ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ))
ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
å åD D + + +< ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢e e 34
a b B T
q
a a b b R T R T
q
, , , ,
· ( )[ ¯ ( ) ¯ ( )]ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ
( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣å ¢
- + ¢







where [ ] ( ) ( )D º - - -u v, 1 1u v and ℓa is theℓth entry of the string a. Formally, irrespective of whether we
consider the classical ensemble average or the quantum statistical averagewith respect to rB, the following
cumulant expansion holds for a randomvariable or operatorQ:
!






e e , 36Q
s
s






where ·á ñ stands for either ·á ñq or ·á ñc . IfQhas stationary zero-meanGaussian statistics, the only non-vanishing
cumulant is ( )( ) = á ñC Q Q QQ,2 , hence á ñ = áe eQ QQ 2. Note that all the quantities in the exponents that define
( )Z Ta b, , which involve sums over single (classical or quantum)noise sources, inherit the properties of the
corresponding noise processes: e.g., if ( )ℓz t is zero-meanGaussian, the same holds for
[ ] ¯ ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓz= å D ¢Q a b T, in equation (33). Furthermore, in view of the bosonic algebra, (equation (13)), the
two contributions [ ](
¯ ( ) ¯ ( ))ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓá ñå D + + +< ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢e a a b b R T R T q












(equation (35)) are independent of rB and thus constants with respect to ·á ñq. This allows us to obtain exact
analytical expressions for the controlled dynamics when all noise sources areGaussian.
For non-Gaussian dephasingmodels inwhich the cumulant series does not truncate to the second order
(including nonlinear spin-bosonmodels [40]), one needs to consider, in principle, all the infinitemultiple-point
correlationswhich, in the Fourier domain, implies dealingwith an infinite hierarchy of FFs. Remarkably,
however, for the family of classical plus linear bosonic noisemodels studied in this paper, arbitrary high-order
cumulants can still bewritten in a compact way in terms of only two generalized FFs, regardless of stationarity:
( ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ))
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
· ( ) ( )
( ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ))
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
( ) [ ]
[ ]
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) [ ]
[ ]
( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ
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( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ












R T R T G T S
d
2







where nowboth ( )
ℓ ℓ¢
GZ Z,
2 and ℓ ℓ¢
-S ,
B, are functions of two independent frequency variables. Similarly the kth order
polyspectra depend on the full set of k frequency variables. Togetherwith the exact expressions in equations (33)–
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(35), the above still provide a closed-form representation of the reducedmulti-qubit dynamics, whichmay be
used to infer general results or serve as a basis to build approximations via truncation of the cumulant expansion.
3.Dynamical decoupling versusmulti-qubit dephasing noise: short-timememory
Having introduced the necessary tools, we are nowpoised to address the first of the two control problemswe set
out to explore, namely, efficient short-termmemory usingDD.Different DDprotocols will be contrasted, and
in each casewewill characterize their decoherence suppression capabilities and extract their CO and FOdirectly
from the relevant generalized FFs.While certain control strategies will only allow afixed, small CO,wewill see
how, as sufficient structure is added to the control in terms of selectivity and symmetry, arbitrarily highCO is
possible in principle. Beside re-establishing CDDandNUDD sequences as capable of arbitrary COagainst
general dephasing noise [1, 5, 6, 15, 16], amain goal is to constructmore efficient DD sequences tailored to
dephasing noise with particular features.Wewill present a new family ofmulti-qubit sequences that, by
satisfying a particular displacement anti-symmetry condition, can achieve arbitrary CO using exponentially less
resources, so long as no direct Ising coupling is present. The symmetry that these new sequences possess will also
prove fundamental in the context of building long-termmulti-qubitmemories (see section 4).
3.1. Non-selectivemulti-qubit control sequences
Themost naıve, yet often readily available, strategy to decouplemultiple qubits from their environment is to rely
on non-selective control. In the formalism of section 2.2, thismeans applying global control operations of the
form  Ä Ä ºX X X XN N1 1 , with a corresponding controlled propagator ( )( )aU TX XN1 . If ( )ℓy t is the
control switching function for qubitℓ, requiring that the CO a 1 implies that ( ) ( ( ) )( )
ℓ

w w~ a a+G T m T,Z
1 1
[19]. Since, however, the same pulse is applied synchronously to each qubit, ( ) ( )ℓ =y t y t for allℓ, hence








G T T0, 2 0,Z Z
1 i.e., the noise induced by any
constant two-qubit direct coupling ( ℓ ℓ ¹¢d 0, in equation (2)) cannot be suppressed by non-selective DD. This is
expected, as global pulses commutewith the direct (system-only) coupling term and thus cannot affect it.
Interestingly, the bath-induced two-qubit coupling and the phase evolution ensuing from the second-order
Magnus term cannevertheless be suppressed, albeit not according to an arbitrarily high power-law behavior. If





G T, ,Z Z,





G T, ,Z Z,
2 is a real function). Thus, non-selective DDcannot suppress the induced coupling term any
better than free evolution, namely, only up to afixed order independent ofα.While atfirst it would then seem
that increasingαwould not improve error suppression, as claimed in some two-qubit analysis [23, 26],




G T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2 does
decrease, i.e., better suppression is achieved (see figure 2) .
This behaviormay be understood in terms of a formal analogy betweenDDand a Zeno effect resulting from
the increasinglymore frequent pulses within [ ]T0, , as suggested in [3] for a single qubit. Consider
implementingM repetitions of a given non-selective DD sequence ( )( ) t =¼U T MX X M1 N1 , that is, an overall
sequence [ ( )]( )¼U T MX X M1 N1 over afixed timeT, in the continuous limit, where  ¥M .While theCO is
fixed, the number of pulses grows as M2 . In the simplest case of ( ) =¼U CDDX X1 1N1 , direct calculation yields

































Thus, while increasingM does not change the power law ofω orT, a suppression effect still takes place, stemming
from the increasing number of pulses within the storage time.
Assuming that no significant direct Ising couplings are present, simple non-selective control sequencesmay
still offer adequate short-time suppression in practical scenarios, depending upon specific system and noise
features. Given their inability to access highCO, however, the benefits of such sequences become increasingly
limited as technological limitations prevent access to sufficiently shortminimum switching times,making
qubit-selective sequences essential to achieve high-fidelity control.
3.2. Selective two-qubit control sequences
Whenqubit-selective control is available,multi-qubit DDprotocols with arbitrarily highCOmay be devised
using the composition rule in equation (17). Both for clarity and relevance to near-term implementations, we
first consider two-qubit systems, thoughwewill use notation thatmay be easily adapted to themulti-qubit case
(section 3.3). Let theDD sequences being composed have CO a1, a2, and require ( )an 1 , ( )an 2 pulses. The
10
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composition guarantees a highCO, { }a a a= min ,1 2 , hence all the generalized FFs are ( ) a+T 1 .We seek
strategies that achieve the sameCO, but that also ensure high FO and require less than ( ) ( )a a=n n nPtot 1 2 pulses.
3.2.1. Vanishing direct qubit–qubit coupling
Assume that no direct inter-qubit coupling is present, i.e., ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓh= =¢ ¢d t0, , for all t (hence, no contribution
to decay due to ¯ ( )ℓ ℓh ¢ T, in equation (33)). Similar to the non-selective protocols
( )ℓ ℓ
a
¢U X X considered above, one








¢U TX independently on the two qubits
achieves the desired power-law dependence for the local (one-body) terms but not for the induced (two-body)
coupling terms: that is, ( ) ( )( )
ℓ
w w~ a a+G T T,Z
1 1 , whereas ( ) ( ( ) )( )
ℓ ℓ

w w w¹ a a+
¢




However, addingmore structure to the control design can overcome the issue, yielding arbitrarily high FO and
CO for all the generalized FFs relevant to the problem, as we shownext.
•Mirror anti-symmetry—While, as remarked, the commutator spectrum ( )ℓ ℓ w w¢
-S ,,
B,
1 2 that enters the error
integrals for two-body terms, equation (25), is in general complex albeit anti-symmetric in the sense of
equation (15), a simplified solution is possible if the noise is known to obey additional symmetry properties.
Suppose that
( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓw w w= - - "¢
-
¢




and consider anyDDprotocol that satisfies the followingmirror anti-symmetry condition(see also top panel in
figure 3 for a pictorial illustration):
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ+ + = - - - " Î¢ ¢y T t y T t y T t y T t t t T2 2 2 2 , , 0, 2 , 381 2 1 2 1 2
withmirror symmetry, corresponding to a reflection about =t T 2, being correspondingly described by a+
sign in the right hand-side of equation (38). Then it is easy to verify that
Figure 2.Effect of non-selectiveDD sequences on two-qubit bath-induced phase evolution. Top: FFs for sequences with comparable
minimum interpulse separation, t t ~ T: 0.14 for ( )( ) TUDD X X3 1 2 and [ ( )]( ) TCDD 3X X1 31 2 , while t ~ T0.09 for ( )( ) TUDD X X4 1 2 and
[ ( )]( ) TCDD 5X X1 51 2 . In all cases theCO and FO are the same as for free evolution (lower left panel), but the value of the FF decreases as
the number of pulseswithin a fixed timeT grows. This is verified by studyingM repetitions of CDD1 ( )t = T M2 2M withinT. Lower




1 for = + ¢M s3 4 and [ ]¢ Îs 0, 10 . Plots
with longer dashes correspond to larger values ofM and exhibit smaller ratios, hence better suppression of the bath-induced coupling.
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Thus,mirror anti-symmetry guarantees that no contribution to the propagator in equation (25) arises from the
above integral. A simple recipe to generate a control protocol with the required anti-symmetry is to execute
independent CDDorUDD sequences withCO ℓa and ℓa ¢ obeying the ‘odd-parity condition’ that ℓ ℓa a+ ¢ is
odd. If so, ( )ℓy t hasmirror symmetry, ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ+ = -y T t y T t2 2 , whereas ( )ℓ¢y t , hasmirror anti-symmetry,
( ) ( )ℓ ℓ+ = - -¢ ¢y T t y T t2 2 , their product then obeying equation (38). Let us denote this type of





¢U U TX X . The only contributing generalized FF, ( ) ( )( )
ℓ
w w~ a a+G T T,Z
1 1 ,
implies then that the sequence achieves CO=FO { }ℓ ℓa a a= = ¢min , by using only ( ) ( )ℓ ℓa a+ ¢n n pulses,
as opposed to the ( ) ( )ℓ ℓa a ¢n n for a sequence built via composition. For example, using theUDD sequences as
building blocks, NUDDwould require ( )( )a a+ +1 11 2 pulses, in contrast to ( )a a+ + 21 2 pulses formirror
anti-symmetric DD.
The symmetry condition imposed on the noise spectra by equation (37) corresponds to requiring that
ℓ ℓ * Î¢g g
k k
. In view of equation (11), this in turn implies real coupling strengths, [ ]ℓ =gIm 0k for allℓ, with
collective dephasing as a special case. Interestingly, it had already been shown [26] that enhancedDDprotocols
obeying the above-mentioned odd-parity condition guarantee highCO for two qubits exposed to collective
spin-boson dephasing from aGaussian (thermal) bath state. Beside shedding light on the underlying symmetry
enabling this result, our analysis at the propagator level shows something stronger: as long as equation (37) is
obeyed,mirror anti-symmetric sequences achieve arbitrary CO irrespective of the initial state rB, hence
including arbitrary non-Gaussian bath states.
•Displacement anti-symmetry—Since the environmental couplingsmay not be precisely characterized in
realistic scenarios, or need not complywith equation (37), assuming such a symmetry is too stringent in general.
We thus proceed to designmodel-robust efficient high-order sequences without any further symmetry
assumptions beyond those stemming from the bosonic algebra. Demanding a suitable symmetry on the control
switching functionswill still be crucial to achieve this goal. Building on the explicit formof the second-order




F T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2 in equation (28), we propose the use of a
displacement anti-symmetry, defined as follows(see also bottompanels infigure 3):
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ+ + = - " Î¢ ¢y T t y T t y t y t t t T2 2 , , 0, 2 , 391 2 1 2 1 2
with displacement symmetry being instead associated to the+ sign in the right hand-side of the above equation.
Direct calculation shows that the second-order fundamental FF obeys
Figure 3.Mirror- (or displacement-) symmetric patterns (top row in each diagram) versusmirror- (or displacement-) anti-symmetric
pattern (bottom rows).Mirror symmetry (equation (38)) entails a reflection of the patternwith respect to T 2, whereas displacement
symmetry (equation (39)) is achieved via a translation in [ ]T0, 2 . Anti-symmetry requires an extra inversion operation—effectively
multiplying the pattern by−1. The segment highlighted in blue is a visual aid.
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where ¢ = -t t T 2j j for j=1, 2. Thus, the anti-symmetry requirement implies that
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with each fundamental FF appearing in an integral over (w1, )w2 and beingmultiplied by
( ) ( )ℓ ℓ w w d w wµ +¢
-S ,,
B,






2 and thefirst term in each of the above expressions
never contributes. It follows that the relevant second-order generalized FF factorizes into a product of first-order
fundamental FFs:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ
w w w w w- - = - -
¢ ¢
G T T F T F Ti , , cos 2 , 2 , 2 . 40Z Z Z Z,
2 1 1
Let the two basic single-qubit DD sequences correspond toCO (FO) equal to ℓa ( ℓF ) and ℓa ¢ ( ℓF ¢) in the
intervals [ ]T0, 2 and [ ]T T2, , respectively. Equation (40) then implies that
( ) ( )( )
ℓ ℓ
ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓw w w- ~ a aF +F + +
¢
¢ ¢G T T, ,Z Z,
2 2
and thus the resulting two-qubit sequence achieves CO { }a a= min ,1 2 and FO { }= F Fmin ,1 2 , using only
[ ( ) ( )]a a+n n2 1 2 pulses. Notice that it is straightforward to build a control sequence possessing the required





¢U U T 2X X or
( )( )ℓ ℓa ¢U T 2
X X , define
( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( )ℓ ℓ















¢U T X U U T X U U T2 2 , 41d X X X X X X,
, ,
( ) ( ( )) (( ( )) ( )ℓ ℓ
( ) ( ) † ( )ℓ ℓ ºa a a¢U T X U T X U T2 2 , 42
d X X X X X X, 1 2 1 2
where the conjugation of the second half of the sequence, over time [ ]T T2, , by ℓ¢X guarantees that
( ) ( )ℓ ℓ+ = -y T t y t2 1 1 while ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ+ =¢ ¢y T t y t2 2 2 , altogether ensuring that the product
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ+ + = -¢ ¢y T t y T t y t y t2 21 2 1 2 in agreement with equation (39).
While the relevant first- and second-order generalized FFs give us information on theworst-case filtering
and cancellation capabilities that aDDprotocol can ensure underminimal knowledge about the noise process,
higher effectiveCOand FO can be achieved if additional assumptions hold [19]. Recall, in particular, the pure




1 never appears alone in the reduced dynamics and thus, assuming e.g. that qubit 1 corresponds to an
anti-symmetric switching function, we have the effective generalized FFs
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w w w- ~ a a+ + +G T G T T, , ,Z Z
1 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1
1 1
( ) ( )( ) ( )w w w- ~ a a +G T G T T, , ,Z Z
1 1 2 2 2
2 2
2 2
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w w w- ~ a a a a+ + + + +G T G T T, , ,Z Z
1 1 1 1 2
1 2
1 2 1 2
( )( ) w w w- ~ a a a a+ + +G T T, , .Z Z,
2 2
1 2
1 2 1 2
Thus, the extra symmetry associatedwith the zero-meanGaussian nature of the initial bath state has effectively
increased theCO and FOof the sequence. The above predicted power-law behaviors are demonstrated in
figure 4.
• Sequence comparison—In order to gain quantitative insight, it is useful to compare themore efficient
displacement-anti-symmetric DD sequences we have just built with otherDD sequences applicable to our noise
model. The termwhich ismost relevant to such a comparison is the induced coupling term, since guaranteeing a
highCO for this term is thewhole point of introducing anti-symmetry or using the composition rule.
Specifically, let us focus on the noise-induced phase evolution ( )f Ti 0 over timeT, namely, from equation (A.3)












evaluated for a sub-Ohmic noise spectrum ( )w-S1,2B, , inspired by phenomenological treatments of nuclear-spin-
induced dephasing in semiconductor quantum-dot qubits [17, 41]. Forfixed total timeT andminimum
switching time τ, we construct sequences with the highest possible COαwithin these constraints, usingCDDas
building blocks and incorporatingmirror anti-symmetry, displacement anti-symmetry, or using nesting—see
table 1 for a summary.
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Representative results are shown infigure 5.While absolute values of the unwanted contribution ( )wI T,
are quoted in the in-line table, we plot a small power of the integrand, ( )wI T, p1 , p=15, rather than using a
logarithmic scale as infigure 4, in order to better visualize the full range of values while avoiding issues associated
to the negative values of ( )wI T, at large frequencies. As onemay see, guaranteeing a high FO (hence a highCO)
for ( )( ) w w-G T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2
is key to effectively suppressing phase evolution, with similar conclusions holding for any
spectrum ( )w-S1,2B, that is heavily weighted around w = 0. Because displacement-anti-symmetric DD achieves
Figure 4.Top: pulse structure forM repetitions of a ( )U d X X3,4
, ,1 2 sequence with displacement anti-symmetry, equation (41), and ℓaCDD ,
a a= =3, 41 2 , as building blocks. Bottom: effective FFs entering the two-qubit reduced dynamics versus frequency, for a different
M. ( )( ) w w-G T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2




purely real, due to the fact that ( ) ( )a a+ = 71 2 is odd.





Free evolution CO=2, FO=1 NoDDapplied
CDD ( ) ´a
X
1
1 CDD ( )( )a TX2
2 CO=1, FO=0 Mirror anti-symmetric DD, a = 3, 51 , a = 2, 42
CDD ( )( )a TX X1 2 CO= 2, FO = 1 Non-selective CDD, a = 3, 5
CDD ( )( ) Td X X2,1, ,1 2 CO= 5, FO= 4 Displacement anti-symmetric DD, =T T1
CDD ( )( ) Td X X4,4, ,1 2 CO= 9, FO= 8 Displacement anti-symmetric DD, =T T2
( )( ) TNCDD X X2,1
,1 2
CO= 1, FO= 0 NestedCDD, =T T1
( )( ) TNCDD X X3,2
,1 2
CO= 5, FO= 4 NestedCDD, =T T2
( )( ) TCDD X X1,1
,1 2
CO= 2, FO = 1 Multi-qubit CDD, =T T1
( )( ) TCDD X X2,2
,1 2
CO= 3, FO = 2 Multi-qubit CDD, =T T2
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the highest CO and FO for the induced coupling term, it outperforms all other strategies. Interestingly, two
suppressionmechanisms are evident: the first, stemming from the FO andCO, ismanifest in the relative
amplitudes of the oscillating functions, especially at low frequency; the second is the oscillatory character of the
integrand itself, with positive and negative contributions partially canceling each other.
The absolute values of ( )wI T, quoted infigure 5 further show the importance of the FO: amongst all
sequences, displacement anti-symmetry-enhancedDDyields substantially better suppression.While onemight
naively expect such a difference in performance to originate solely from the difference inCO, it has already been
shown that sequences with the sameCOcan have very different performance because their FOdiffers [19]. Here,
we observe a related behavior. Since ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )w w w- ~ aF +G T T, ,2 12 2 , it follows from equation (30) that
( ) ( )a-F + = 12 2 . The sequencewith the highest value of ( )F 2 will thus also have the largest ( )a 2 . Accordingly, a
higher FOdoes not only imply better protection around w = 0, but indeed a higher protection in the sense of
the power law inT. Also notice thatwhen the FO/COof a sequence are below those of free evolution, DDmay
become a liability, effectively increasing the unwanted noise effect; e.g., this is the case for both the nestedCDD
sequence and for themirror anti-symmetric sequences for m=T 8 s.
Figure 5.Comparison between different DD sequences capable of suppressing the induced coupling term versus free evolution, for
times mº =T T 8 s1 (top) and mº =T T 32 s2 (bottom), at sameminimum switching time t m= 1 s. A sub-Ohmic spectrumwith




, with w =g 0.2078c , w p= 2 10 Hzc 4 , and = -t 101,2 2 s. Themain
panels show ( )wI T, 1 15 (equation (43)); insets are in log scale to facilitate the visualization of power-law behavior. The in-line table
lists the value of ∣ ( )∣ ( )ò w w pf=I T Td , 2 0 for the corresponding sequence. Specifically, we compare (see also table 1): ( ) ´CDD X3 1
( )( ) TCDD X2 2 ,
( ) ´CDD X3 1 ( )( ) TCDD X3 2 , ( )( ) TCDDd X X2,1, ,1 2 , ( )
( ) TNCDD X X2,1
,1 2 , and ( )( ) TCDD X X1,1
,1 2 for =T T ;1 and ( )´CDD X5 1 ( )( ) TCDD X4 2 ,
( ) ´CDD X5 1 ( )( ) TCDD X5 2 , ( )( ) TCDDd X X4,4, ,1 2 , ( )
( ) TNCDD X X3,2
,1 2 , and ( )( ) TCDD X X2,2
,1 2 for ºT T2.
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3.2.2. Non-vanishing direct coupling
In the presence of a direct Ising coupling in the systemHamiltonian, i.e., ( )ℓ ℓ ℓℓh¹ ¹¢ ¢d t0, , DD sequences
applied independently to each qubit will not suppress such terms to arbitrary order. Using the displacement
anti-symmetry-enhanced sequences described earlier and recalling equation (25), onefinds that for the static
direct coupling, proportional to ℓ ℓ¢d , , the relevant generalized FF ( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ
( )
ℓ ℓ òw = = =¢¢G T t y t y t0, 2 d 0,Z Z
T1
0
as desired. However, for the FF corresponding to the time-dependent noise component, proportional to
( )ℓ ℓh ¢ t, , we find that, in general
( ) ( ) ( ) (( ) )ℓ ℓ
( )
ℓ ℓ





Thus, displacement anti-symmetry alone guarantees a high FO andCO only in the presence of a static Ising




¢U d X X,
, , achieves CO=FO { }ℓ ℓa a a= = ¢min , .
If a time-dependent noisy coupling is present, it is necessary to resort to nested two-qubit DD sequences





a a ¢U T
X






, . These sequences, which includeNUDDandmulti-qubit
CDD, are the only knownprotocols capable of achieving arbitrary COα. However, their FOneed not be




G T, ,Z Z,
2 , combinedwith dimensional analysis, shows that indeed










a a ¢ TNUDD
X
, only achieves aF = - 1 in general. As before, by further
imposing a displacement anti-symmetry onNUDD, the FO can bemaximized to aF = .
3.3. Selectivemulti-qubit control sequences
3.3.1. General construction
The above resultsmay be extended beyond theN=2 qubit scenario. Doing so requires generalizing
displacement anti-symmetry tomultiple qubits. Since satisfying the requirement of pairwise displacement anti-
symmetry, equation (39), for all pairs simultaneously is clearly impossible, we seek a control structure capable of
satisfying an analogue to displacement anti-symmetry at different timescales.We start by subdividing the total
evolution timeT in -2N 1 segments of length t0, i.e., t= -T 2N 1 0. One can then demand that for everyℓand
t t= 2s s 0, = ¼ -s N0, , 2, and [ )tÎt 0, s
( ) ( ) ( ( ) )ℓ ℓ ℓ( )
( )  t t- + = - + - + - -y T m t y T m t m2 1 2 1 , 1 2 ,s P s s N s, 2
N
where ℓ( )( )P s,N are the entries of a ( )´ -N N 1 binarymatrix. In this notation, theN=2 qubit displacement
anti-symmetry is simply represented by ( )( ) =P 012 , which yields
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + + = - +y t y T t y t y T t1 2 , 1 2 .1 1 2 2
Wecan generalize tomultiple qubits via an appropriatematrix














0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
. 44N
In this way, for every pair ℓ ℓ¢, there exists an s such that, when t1 and t2 are in an interval
[ ( ) )t t- - -T m T m2 , 2 1s s
( ) ( ) ( ) (( ) ) (( ) )





( ) ( )( ) ( ) t t
t t
= - - + - +





y t y t y m t y m t
y m t y m t
1 2 1 2 1
2 1 2 1 , 45








for all   - -m1 2N s 2, resulting inwhat we call generalized displacement anti-symmetry.
The next step is to give a systematic procedure to buildN-qubit DD sequences that incorporate the above
symmetry constraint.We do so by introducing an auxiliary ´ -N 2N 1matrix ( )Q N associated to ( )P N , with the
ℓth row, ℓQ , defined as follows. Let the -2N 2 entry of the row ℓQ , [ ]ℓ -Q 2N 2, be set to 0. First, [ ]ℓ +-Q 2 1N 2 is chosen
such that ℓ[ ] [ ] ( )ℓ ℓ= Å+- -Q Q P , 12 2 1N N2 2 , where⊕ denotes additionmodulo two.Next, [ ]ℓ --Q 2 1N 2 and
[ ]ℓ +-Q 2 2N 2 are chosen such that ℓ ℓ{[ ] [ ] } {[ ] ( ) [ ] ( )}ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ= Å Å- -- - - -Q Q Q P Q P, , 2 , , 22 1 2 2 1 2N N N N2 2 2 2 .We
then proceed recursively: given {[ ] [ ] }ℓ ℓ( ) ¼- - +- - - -Q Q, ,2 2 1 2 2N y N y2 1 2 1 , wemay build a unique string
{[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] }ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ( ) ¼ ¼- - + +- - - -Q Q Q Q, , ,2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2N y N N N y2 2 2 2 such that
ℓ ℓ{[ ] [ ] } {[ ] ( ) [ ] ( )}ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓ( ) ¼ = Å ¼ Å- - +- - - -Q Q Q P y Q P y, , , , , ,2 2 1 2 2 2 2N y N N N y2 2 2 2 . The resultingmatrix ( )Q N
gives us away to build-in the symmetries and anti-symmetries of the switching functions ( )ℓy t at different
timescales; e.g., in the two qubit case described earlier
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( )( ) =Q 0 00 1 .2




¢U U T 2X X , the displacement anti-symmetry-
enhanced version is then given by








ℓ´ ´a a a a¢
¢
¢
¢X X U U T X X X X U U T X X2 2 ,Q Q X X Q Q Q Q X X Q Q1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1,1 2,1 1,1 2,1 1,2 2,2 1,2 2,2
in agreementwith our construction in equation (41). ForN qubits, the generalized-displacement anti-
symmetry-enhanced sequence ( ) ( )( ) ( )


º =a a a
-U T U T T2d X d X X N, , ,










( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ℓ ℓ








U T T X U T X2 . 46d X N
s









It remains to show that the above construction achieves in general the desired arbitrary-order noise
suppression, similar to the two-qubit case. Our strategy is tofirst show the result for a fixed pair of qubits for
which generalized displacement anti-symmetry at scale ts holds, in the sense of equation (40), and then
generalize the argument by noticing that, by construction, equation (45) is satisfied for at least one s for every
ℓ ℓ¢, pair. Given pair ℓ ℓ( )¢, , one then has
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ( ) ( )
(( ) ) (( ) ) )









( ) ( )
·
( ) ·
( )( ) ·
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Each integral in the second summation is just a time-translated version of ( ) ( )( ) ( )w t w tF F, ,s s1 1 1 2 , while thefirst
summation can be simplified by invoking displacement anti-symmetry:
( ) ( )
(( ) ) (( ) )





( )( ) ·













+ - + - +




























t t y q t y q t
t t y q t y q t
t t y q t y q t
e d d e
e d d 2 1 2 1 e



















































1 2 1 2
1
which vanisheswhen w w+ = 01 2 , as relevant to stationary noise. Accordingly, in the absence of a time-
dependent direct Ising coupling, generalized displacement-antisymmetry-enhanced DDachieves CO and FO
equal to { }ℓa a= min , as desired.
3.3.2. Example and resource scaling
We illustrate the above general construction in the simplest non-trivialmulti-qubit setting,N=3, inwhich case
we have

















0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
.3 3
Explicitly, the following set of symmetries are enforced by ( )P 3 : at time scales t0, for
[ ( ) )t tÎ - - -t T m T m2 , 2 10 0 , we have
( ) ( ) (( ) )
( ) ( ) (( ) )




= + - +
= - - +
= + - +
y t y m t
y t y m t
y t y m t
1 2 1 ,
1 2 1 ,
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for =m 1, 2, while at time scale t t= 21 0, [ ( ) )t tÎ - - -t T m T m2 , 2 11 1 , we have
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )







y t y t
y t y t







form=1. Starting from ( )y t3 , for instance, andwith t = T 40 , these conditions require
( ) ( ) ( ) [ )
( ) ( ) ( ) [ )
( ) ( ) ( ) [ )
= + + Î
= + + Î
= - + Î
y t y T t t T T
y t y T t t T
y t y T t t T
1 4 , 4, 2 ,
1 3 4 , 0, 4 ,




whichmay be simultaneously obeyed by the pattern
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ )= - + = - + = + Îy t y T t y T t y T t t T4 2 3 4 , 0, 4 ,3 3 3 3
see figure 6.With =T T 40 , wemay then build an enhancedDD sequence using equation (46) and the
(independent) base sequence ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

= ´ ´a a a aU T U U U T4 4

















=a a a a aU T X X U T X X U T X U T X X U T X4 4 4 4 .
d X X X X X,
3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3
As in section 2.2, let ( ) ( )ℓ a an n denote the number of pulses in a single-qubit DD sequence achieving
CO ℓa , with ( ) ( ) [ ( )]ℓ ℓ a a=  =n N n nP
N Ntot
1 formulti-qubit CDD orNUDD. For a sequence that
incorporates generalized displacement anti-symmetry, the required number of pulses grows instead as
( ) ( ) ( )ℓ ℓ a a= å- = -n N n N n2 2P
d N N N,tot 1
1




























which represents an exponential reduction in the required pulse numberwhenever a > 1.
Beside affording a smaller total pulse number, the presence of displacement anti-symmetry also implies less
stringent requirements on theminimum switching time of the corresponding protocols. For instance, the
minimum switching time for amulti-qubit NUDD sequence achievingminimumCOα scales as
( )t a~a 1N N2 , whereas an enhanced ( )aUDDd X X, N1 sequence built out of equation (46)hasminimum
switching time scaling as ( ) ( )t t a a= ~a a - -2 1 2 ;N N N N1 2 2 1 that is, our sequences also have an
exponentially largerminimum switching time, making thempotentiallymore amenable to experimental
implementation inmulti-qubit systems.
As in the two-qubit case, the above advantages in terms of pulse number and timing constraints are
meaningful only so long as an arbitrarily highCO/FO is achievable, which in our noisemodel is possible only
when nofluctuating direct coupling is present. Even if the latter is non-zero, however, it is beneficial to







sequences which can achieve arbitrary CO: by










1 and ( )¢a a¼ ¼U d X X, ,, , , N1 achieve bothCOand FO equal toα for themost
general version of the noisemodel under consideration. It is alsoworth noting that, out of themulti-qubit
sequences described in section 2.2, themulti-qubit ( )( )
( )

¢ a a aTCDD
X X
, ,
, ,1 2 already has a formof displacement anti-
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the sign pattern induced in each of the ( )ℓy t by the displacement anti-symmetry for two (left
panel) versus three (right panel) qubits. For example, forN=3: ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= - + = - + = +y t y T t y T t y T t4 2 3 43 3 3 3 ,
[ )Ît T0, 4 .
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symmetry built in. This is easily seen by noticing that ( )( )
( ) ¢ a a a¼
¼ TCDD X X, ,
, ,1 2 may be thought of as the result of
imposing anti-symmetry on a sequence ( )( )























1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
.N
The concatenated structure results in the ‘enlarged’ displacement anti-symmetry and guarantees FO aF =
using ( )= a+n 2P N
tot 2 1 pulses.While the latter is exponentially larger than than for ( )aU
d X X, 1 2 sequences (which
use ( )a- Nn2N 1 pulses), multi-qubit CDD is capable of suppressing an arbitrary (direct and induced) coupling
term. Aswe shall see next, displacement anti-symmetry is also the key to establishing our results for long-term
storage ofmultiple qubits, hence our results will apply in particular to ( )( )
( ) ¢ a a¼
¼ TCDD X X, ,
, ,1 2 sequences.
4.Dynamical decoupling versusmulti-qubit dephasing noise: long-time storage
If the promised benefits ofQIP are to be fully realized, techniques that enable high-fidelity preservation of
arbitrary quantum states for extended time periods (i.e., periods longer than those overwhichDDprotocols have
been traditionally designed to be effective)must be available. For example, in a quantum computer itmay be
necessary to store information at error rates well below threshold in idle qubits, while additional processing tasks
are carried out in parallel on other qubits. Furthermore, in orderminimize negative effects on total processing
time, this stored information should, ideally, be accessible ‘on-demand’. For these reasons, we now turn
attention to the problemof high-fidelity long-time storage of information, under realistic timing and access-
latency constraints. That is, we are not solely interested in protecting an arbitrarymulti-qubit state for a fixed
(potentially arbitrarily long) storage timeT, but also in being able to retrieve it on demand, with guaranteed high
fidelity and sufficiently small access latency.
This problemwas studied for a single-qubit exposed toGaussian dephasing noise in [17], where a systematic
approach tomeet the above requirements was proposed, based on periodic repetition of a high-orderDD ‘base’
sequence ( )( )aU TX p1 —resulting in total storage time =T MTp and access latency capped at T Tp . Provided
that the relevant noise spectrumdecays to zero sufficiently rapidly at high frequency (ideally, with a ‘hard cutoff’
of the form ( ) ( )w w w wµ Q -S s c ), the key observation is that the long-time limiting value of the qubit
coherence need not be zero; rather, coherence (hencefidelity)may bemade to ‘plateau’ at a controllable limiting
value by appropriately choosing the baseDD sequence, so that the following conditions are obeyed:
( )w p a< + >T s2 , 2 1. 47c p
Qualitatively speaking, thefirst of these conditions ensures that no substantial high-frequency noise is present,
above w p= T2c p, that would otherwise be amplified by the sharp ‘resonance peaks’ appearing in the relevant
FF as a consequence of the periodic repetition. The second removes any singularity at zero frequency, thus
curtailing the damaging effects of low-frequency noise in the long-time limit.
Here, we showhow this result can be extended beyond the single-qubit Gaussian scenario, by identifying
conditions that ensure, in principle, a fidelity plateau for stationarymulti-qubit dephasing from classical and/or
spin-boson (Gaussian andnon-Gaussian)noise sources. The starting point is to recall that the expression for the
systemʼs reduced dynamics, equation (32), does notmake any special assumption on the statistical properties of
the noise beyond those imposed by stationarity and the spin-boson algebra, alongwith the standard initial
system–bath factorization. Thus, wemay separately analyze each of the factors in equation (32) in order to derive
plateau conditions for classical and quantumnoise sources independently.
4.1. Fidelity plateau conditions formulti-qubit classical stationary dephasing
Let usfirst derive the conditions thatmust be satisfied in order to engineer afidelity plateau in amulti-qubit
system, subject to classical noise contributions only (as a reminder, these contributions are described by the
fluctuations of single-qubit and two-qubit energies, ( )ℓz ¢ t and ( )ℓ ℓh¢ ¢ t, ). Specifically, wewould like to show that
when the control protocol consists ofM repetitions of a baseDD sequencewith durationTp, all classical
contributions to the decay ( )-e Z Ta b, , namely, the contributions given by




may bemade to approach a constant nonzero value in the large-M limit (formally, as  ¥M ). Equivalently, we
require that the arguments of these exponential terms not diverge as the number of sequence repetitions becomes
large. From the cumulant expansion in equation (36), one sees that it suffices to show that each kth order
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cumulant ( ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) ¯ ( ))ℓ ℓ( )  z z h h¢ ¢ ¢ ¢+C T T T T,
k
p p cj j k1 1
approaches afinite constant value in such a limit, for
every = ¼j k0, , .We do this by recalling that the effect of a baseDD sequence on the classical noise
contributions (and, therefore, on the corresponding cumulants) is captured entirely by the FFs ( )ℓ( )ℓ wG T,Z
1
p and
( )ℓ ℓ( )ℓ ℓ w ¢¢G T,Z Z
1
, p , and noting that thesefirst-order FFs obey a simple composition rule under repetition [17]:






















and similarly for ( )ℓ ℓ( )ℓ ℓ w =¢¢G T MT,Z Z
1
, p . Defining the index vector ℓ ℓ{ } ( )[ ]

= º ¼ ¼+L L p p, , , , ,k r j j k1 1 as a k-
component vector with entries Lr, direct calculation yields:
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Uponmaking the change of variables w wM T 2L Lpr r and taking the large-M limit, the product of ratios
of sin functions in equation (48)may be replaced by a product of sinc functions, which approaches amulti-
dimensional frequency combwith peaks of height ( ) M at w p= q T2L Lr r , ÎqLr . In order for the above
kth-order cumulant to have afinite value, onemust then avoid the ( ) M divergences at the peaks located at
every
( ) ( )[ ]







⎠⎟q T q q q
2







In practice,meeting this requirement is impossible, since noDD sequence is known, such that its FFs have a
high-order zero for all { }qLr , as required.However, building on the single-qubit case [17], it is unrealistic to
expect that a plateau regimemay emerge at all, unless the noise is sufficiently ‘well-behaved’ at high frequencies.
Let uswork in the simplest (idealized) scenario, where a hard frequency cutoff exists for each frequency variable,
such that the power spectramay be Taylor-expanded around the
 
w = = q0 as follows:
( ) (∣ ∣) ( ) w w w w w¼ = Q -z h
=
-











r r1 1 1
where wc L, r is a high-frequency cutoff parameter and sLr characterizes the power-law behavior as w  0Lr .
Similarly, we assume that the low-frequency behavior of the relevant FFs reads
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ ℓ
 w w w w~ ~a a
¢ ¢








in termsof theCO aLr corresponding to each frequency variable. By demanding that, in analogy to equation (47),
w p<T 2c L, pr , for all Lr, wemay then ensure that there are no high-frequency noise components at any of the
resonant frequencies, so that only the divergence at { } =q 0Lr contributes to the kth order cumulant. The
strategy is then to decompose the integral in equations (48) and (49) into a sumof integrals over hypercubes of
side p T2 p centered around

=q 0 and, as in [17], tomake sure that the dependence upon each frequency
variable is sufficiently well-behaved close to zero for the corresponding integration to be convergent. That is, we
require that each frequency integration admits a power law wL
x
r
, with > -x 1, close to zero. Direct calculation
then yields the following conditions:















Beingmotivated by essentially the same physical requirements, these conditions are entirely analogous to those
given in equation (47) for the single-qubit case.
Accordingly, a plateau behaviormay be engineered by choosing a baseDD sequence such that allfirst-order
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r have zeroes of sufficiently high order at each w = 0Lr . Suitable choices were
described in section 3.Wenote, in particular, that collective aswell as independent single-qubit sequences
suffice as long as no direct Ising coupling is present [ ( )ℓ ℓh¢ º¢ t 0, ], otherwise sequences built out of composition
(such asNUDDormulti-qubit CDD)will be required to ensure highCO ℓ ℓa a= ¢p ,j . Still, since onlyfirst-order
FFs are involved, displacement anti-symmetry does not play an essential role. This contrasts with the case where
bosonic noise sources are present, as we shall see in section 4.2.
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The conditions in equation (53) contain, as a special case, the ones derived in [17] for a single qubit exposed
to zero-mean stationaryGaussian noise, due to either a classical source or a quantumbosonic environment. In
such simple cases, with k=2 and ( )[ ]

=L 1, 12 , there is only one power spectrum—namely,
( ) ( )w w w- ºz zS S,1,1 or, respectively, ( ) ( ) ( )w p w bw=+S J coth 21,1B, , w 0, hence our conditions translate
into a + >s2 11 1 and w p<T 2c,1 p , in agreement with equation (47). Since, for a single qubit, dephasing
evolution is fully characterized byfirst-order FFs ( )( ) wG T,L L1r r , the plateau conditions in equation (53) apply, in
fact, to themore general scenario where noise is non-Gaussian.
Paradigmatic examples of classical non-Gaussian dephasing arise when a qubit is exposed to random
telegraph noise [42] or is nonlinearly coupled to aGaussian noise source, e.g., ( ) [ ( )]z x=t t 2, with ( )x t
Gaussian as for a qubit operated at an optimal point [43]. Consider, for illustration, the latter case. If the power
spectra ( )wxS1,1 of ( )x t has a cutoff w º Lc , it follows that ( ) w w¼
z
-S , , k1 1 1 has a cutoff at L2 for all k. To see this,
observe that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) z z x x x xá ñ = á ñt t t t t tk k k1 1 1 can bewritten, by virtue of theGaussianity of ( )x t , as
a sumof terms of the form ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x x x xá ñ á ñ-t t t ti i i ik k1 2 1 , where [ ]Îi k1, ,s . After Fourier transforming,
direct calculation shows that each of these terms is of the form
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
  
   
ò w w w w w w w w d w w
w w d d
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Because of the assumed cutoff in ( )wxS , it then follows that the integral is non-vanishing for [ ]w Î -L L,s , and
as long as  w w-L - L,s i1  w w w-L - - L,s i i1 2 ¼,  w w w-L - - - L.s i is1 Therefore,
wi1 can atmost be L2 , [ ]w Î - L L2 , 2i2 , and so on. That is, any high-order spectra of ( )z t has a cutoff of atmost
L2 in all its frequency variables and, furthermore, is stationary, that is, w w+ + = 0k1 , at order k. Also
notice that from the formof the above expressions wemay infer that the functional dependencewith respect to
the frequencies is such that å sr Lrgrows atmost linearly with k, making it possible for the plateau constraints to
be satisfied.
For bosonic noise, stationarity demands that [ ]r =H, 0B B , hence rB is diagonal in themulti-mode Fock
basis. A simple example of non-Gaussian dephasing arises when rB is amixture of thermal (Gaussian)
components at different temperatures, e.g., r r r= +b bw wB 1 21 2, with å =w 1i i [14].While detailed analysis
is beyond the scope of this work, andmay bemostmeaningfully carried out for a concrete qubit device, our
approach provides in each case sufficient conditions for a coherence plateau to be engineered in principle.
4.2. Fidelity plateau conditions formulti-qubit classical plus spin-boson dephasing
Multi-qubit dephasing arising from combined classical and quantumbosonic noise sourcesmay be analyzed by
generalizing the strategy of section 4.1. Again, given the convenient formof equation (32), it is possible to analyze
the additional effect of the spin-boson interaction by analyzing the contribution of the factors resulting from a
quantumaverage. In order to guarantee the existence of a fidelity plateau for thismore general case, it is
necessary to ensure that the exponents of the additional decay terms, arising fromquantumbosonic noise
sources, also do not diverge as  ¥M . Hence, in the largeM limit, we require that, at order k in the cumulant
expansion (recall equation (8) and the stationarity assumption)
( )
( ) ( ) ⟶ ( )ℓ ℓ
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It is straightforward to determine plateau conditions for equations (54) and (55) by following a similar analysis to
the one used for classical noise, as the equations are basically the same. In particular, we also demand a hard cut-
off for the quantumnoise spectra, namely
( ) ( ) (∣ ∣)
( ) ( ) (∣ ∣)
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,
where ℓ̃s r and ℓ̃ ℓ¢
-s , characterize the relevant low-frequency power-law behaviors and ℓw w -,c c, ,r are high-
frequency cut-offs. A similar analysis to the classical case then leads to
( )w p w p< " <-T r T2 , , 2 , 57c r c, p , p
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Obtaining plateau conditions for equation (56) requiresmorework. Using the periodicity of ( )ℓy t over
=T MTP, wemay rewrite
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2
growswithM and, in the  ¥M limit we are interested in, it diverges. Onewould like to show that under
appropriate symmetry of ( )ℓy t , and consequently of the FFs in eachTp interval, the terms linear inM vanish. As
it turns out, the displacement anti-symmetry comes to our aid here as well, leading to the desired cancellations,
as we show below.We stress that the linearM-dependence is a generic feature, and unless additional symmetry is
built into the applied control sequence, it necessarily leads to a divergence, forbidding the existence of a plateau
regime. For example, repeating a high-ordermulti-qubit NUDD sequencewithout demanding further structure
will not lead to afidelity plateau in the presence of quantumnoise, whereas a displacement anti-symmetry-
enhancedNUDD sequencewill achieve it in principle, provided that the appropriate conditions are obeyed.
4.2.1. Two-qubit setting
To illustrate how the displacement anti-symmetry comes into play, let us analyze the two-qubit case first. Recall
that displacement anti-symmetry can be built into any control sequence by the construction detailed in
equation (46). The specific choice of base sequence depends on the noisemodel: as noted, in the presence of
time-dependent direct couplingmulti-qubit high-orderDD sequences, such asCDDorNUDD, are needed,
while if this coupling vanishes wemay employ themore efficientmulti-qubit sequences described in
equations (41) and (42). Regardless, imposing displacement anti-symmetry overTp, onefinds that
( ) ( ) ( )
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Collecting all the terms proportional toM in equation (59) leads then to
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By exploiting this structure, the relevant integral in equation (56) becomes:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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Assuming that equations (57) and (58) are satisfied, the two-qubit displacement anti-symmetry guarantees that
the contribution due to the bath-induced coupling term isfinite, as desired, without imposing additional
constraints on theCOs { }aLr .
To better appreciate the role of the plateau conditions in the presence of the quantumbath, consider twoDD
sequences onwhich the displacement anti-symmetry is imposed:
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
= ´ ´
= ´ ´
T T X T X
T T X T X
CDD CDD CDD 2 CDD CDD 2 ,
CDD CDD CDD 2 CDD CDD 2 .
d X X X X X X
d X X X X X X
1,1
, ,
1 1 2 1 1 2
1,2
, ,
1 2 2 1 2 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2
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Representative results for the fidelity behavior when these are applied to two qubits subject to quantum–
Gaussian noise with a sub-Ohmic spectrum are shown infigure 7, for a value of the transit time t1,2
corresponding to generic (neither collective nor independent) coupling strengths. For any two-qubit initial pure
state ( ) ∣ ∣r º YñáY0 , the fidelity is computed as










in terms of the appropriate decay and phase terms (see appendix A for explicit expressions). Only one of the
sequences satisfies the plateau conditions, and indeed the plateau is seen to appear only for such a sequence.
Also, notice that the value at which thefidelity saturates, i.e., the quality of the plateau, deteriorates as τ (hence
Tp) increases and approaches the upper bound imposed by equation (57).
Figure 8 further illustrates how the control protocol incorporating displacement anti-symmetry is also the
only one exhibitingmodel robustness, namely, the only one guaranteeing that the plateaumay be achieved for
arbitrary spin-boson couplings. Specifically, a protocol with displacement anti-symmetry (built out of
( )( )U Td X X1,2, ,1 2 ), onewithmirror anti-symmetry (built out of ( )( ) ( )´U U TX X2 31 2 ), and a non-selective control
protocol ( ( )( )U TX X2 1 2 ) are tested against the sameGaussian noise spectrumoffigure 7 for different values of the
transit time—equivalently, different spatial separation between the two qubits. In the  ¥t1,2 limit, which
corresponds to private baths, all strategies work equally well, as expected. In the opposite limit of a collective
Figure 7.Emergence of a fidelity plateau under sequence repetition in the long-time limit. TwoDD sequences incorporating
displacement anti-symmetry are considered, ( )( )U Td X X1,1, ,1 2 and ( )( )U Td X X1,2, ,1 2 (empty versusfilled symbols), operating at different
minimumpulse intervals, t m= 0.2, 1.0, 5.0 s. A purely Gaussian bosonic spectrum in the low-temperature limit is assumed
[ ( ) bwcoth 2 1], of the form ( ) ( ) (∣ ∣)w p w w w w w= Q -w -S 2 eZ Z t,B i c c 2 c1 2 1,2 , with w p= 2 10c
4 Hz and = -t 10 s1,2 2 . Thefidelity is
calculated using equation (61), by averaging over 103 randompure initial states of the form ∣ ∣Yñ = å ñ= c a aa a0
3
1 2 , where for simplicity
we have assumed real coefficients qºc cos1 , q qº ¢c sin cos2 , q q qº ¢ ¢c sin sin cos3 , q q qº ¢ c sin sin sin4 , with [ ]q q p Î, 0, and
[ ]q p Î 0, 2 uniformly random.
Figure 8.Comparison between different protocols in achieving afidelity plateau: non-selective control ( ( )( ) TUDD X X2 p1 2 , empty
symbols), sequences withmirror anti-symmetry (UDD ( )´X2 1 UDD ( )
( ) TX3 p
2 ,filled brown symbols), andwith displacement anti-
symmetry ( ( )( ) TCDDd X X1,2, , p1 2 , filled blue symbols). Only displacement anti-symmetry-enhancedDDachieves a plateau in the general
case (middle panel). The fidelity loss, calculated by averaging over 103 randompure initial states as infigure 7, is plotted as a function
of total time for the sameGaussian spin-boson noise spectrum ( )wSZ Z,B1 2 considered therein, for representative values of the transit
time t1,2. In each case,Tp isfixed by the choice ofminimum switching time, assumed here to be t m= 1 s, so that the appropriate
plateau condition ismet.
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coupling, t 01,2 , the non-selective control protocol fails to achieve a plateau since it cannotmake
( )( ) w w-G T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2
finite as  ¥M . In the general case ( < < ¥t0 1,2 ), only the displacement anti-symmetry
enhanced protocol achieves a high-fidelity plateau.
4.2.2.Multi-qubit setting
In order to extend the approach to theN-qubit setting, the key step is to show that, once the generalized
displacement anti-symmetry introduced in section 3.3 is imposed, a cancellation analog to equation (60) holds.




G T, ,Z Z,
2 for each qubit pair (see equation (59)), and
let ℓ ℓ ℓ{ }¢ =max , without loss of generality. Since, for thematrix defined in equation (44),
ℓ( ) ℓ( ) d= -P s,N s, 1, to every qubit ℓ > 1 let us associate ℓ ℓ( )=- - -N 2N1 1 and intervals of length ℓt -1, such
that ℓ ℓt =- -N T1 1 p. By dividing all integrals into sub-integrals over length- ℓt -1 intervals and using the
properties of ℓ( )( )P s,N , direct calculation shows that for every ℓ ℓ> ¢ the terms linear inM reduce to

























































































Consequently, for any ℓ ℓ¹ ¢, wemay re-express
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It then follows that the generalized displacement anti-symmetry guarantees that, in the large-M limit, any
contribution due to bath-induced qubit coupling





























































































isfinite. Thus, a plateau regimemay still exist, provided that the conditions identified for the two-qubit case,
equations (57) and (58), remain valid. Remarkably, this result does not depend on the specific choice of base
sequence, but only on the displacement anti-symmetry, further highlighting its fundamental role inmulti-qubit
control protocols for dephasing noise.
5. Further considerations
5.1. Controlled entanglement generation and storage
Quantumentanglement is a crucial resource forQIP and hence devising ways to reliably generate and store it is a
particularly important task. Entanglementmay be achieved directly, via tunable or always-on couplings between
qubits or, if the latter are not readily available, indirectly, with the aid of a commonquantum environment.
Various schemes for indirect generation of bipartite entanglement, as well as weaker quantum correlations
quantified by discord, have been proposed [28, 29, 44]. Once created, such quantum correlations have to be
stored (e.g., to be later used for quantum tasks of interest), and protected fromunwanted decoherence. Several
ways to do this have been invoked, e.g., employing the quantumZeno effect [45], quantum feedback [46, 47],
andDDcontrol [48].
While the emphasis of existing work is on two-qubit settings and bipartite entanglement, the formalism
we’ve developed allows for the generation and storage ofmulti-partite entanglementwith high-fidelity for an
extended time. Let us assume amulti-qubitHamiltonian that includes classical and bosonic dephasing, as in
equations (2) and (3), with vanishing direct coupling, ℓ ℓ ℓ ℓh= =¢ ¢d 0, , (or else one could just use that to create
entanglement), and no assumption on the initial bath state (in particular, no thermal equilibrium). Our
proposed strategy consists of two steps:
24
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Stage 1: Entanglement generation.This can be achieved by usingMg repetitions, each of durationTp, of a
high-ordermulti-qubit DD sequence such asCDDorNUDDwithout displacement anti-symmetry. In this way,
the contribution of all dephasing terms is suppressed to high order, except for the one stemming from the
induced coupling term—which grows linearly withMg (recall equation (59)). As noted, the induced coupling is
ruled by ( )ℓ ℓ w¢
-S ,
B, and, as such, it does not depend on rB but only on the actual dephasingHamiltonian, in
particular the spectral density function ( )wJ . The fact that the protocol is independent of rB is an important
prerequisite for generating entanglement on demand, whichmay be achieved provided that accurate knowledge
of the relevant power spectra ( )ℓ ℓ w¢
-S ,
B, is available. In principle, thismay be obtained by extending noise
spectroscopy protocols for single-qubit [14, 49] and two-qubit classical dephasing [50] to generalmulti-qubit
dephasing [51].
Stage 2: Entanglement storage.Once the state of themulti-qubit system after time =T M Tg g p is sufficiently
close to an entangled state of interest, wemay switch to aDD sequencewith displacement anti-symmetry, in order
to achieve protection for long storage times, say, = ¢T M Ts s p, provided that the plateau conditions of
equation (57) are satisfied, andwherewe allow for the duration of the storage base sequence to differ, in general.
Basically, the displacement anti-symmetry acts like an on/off switch for entanglement generation. There is,
however, an important subtlety in the analysis thatmust be pointed out. In our derivation of the the plateau
conditions, we relied on the assumption that the initial joint state was of the form r rÄ ;S B this need not be the
case at the end of the entanglement generation stage, with ( )r TSB g involving entanglement between S andB in
general (hencemaking ( )r TS g mixed). Tomove forward, it is necessary to re-examine the derivationwhen the
total evolution timeT is divided in two consecutive stages, without andwith displacement anti-symmetry,
respectively. One can see that:
( ) ( ) ( ) { }
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By using these expressions in equations (54)–(56), each product of FFs, saywith k factors, becomes a sumof
products which are atmost ( ) M ks . Sincewe showed that ( ) M ks terms are finite if the plateau conditions hold,
it follows that termswith lower order inMs are alsofinite.
By employing the above two-step control strategy, we can conclude that, for anyfinite numberMg of
entanglement-generation cycles, it is possible to store the resultingmulti-qubit entanglementwith highfidelity
for an arbitrary numberMs of storage cycles, in principle. A number of important aspects require additional
detailed analysis—notably, the degree of purity and nature of themultipartite entangled states reachable over
time under the assumed dephasingHamiltonian, alongwith consideration of relevant time scales and resource
scaling.While we leave this to a separate investigation, indirect ‘environment-assisted’ generation and storage of
multi-qubit states close to paradigmatic entangled states of interest (such asWandGHZ states)would be
especially interesting, andwould complement ongoing efforts on steady-state entanglement generation using
engineered dissipation, see e.g. [52–54].
5.2. Realistic considerations
It is important to note that, while the noisemodel assumed in equations (2) and (3) represents a simplified
version of the actual dynamics of any real quantum system, it does encompass dominant sources of decoherence
in a variety of systems of relevance toQIP. Classical fluctuations, like the one- and two-body stochastic processes
( )ℓz t and ( )ℓ ℓh ¢ t, , provide an effective description of dephasingwhen the effects of back-action from the system
on the environment are negligible. In the simplest case, the noise takes the formoffluctuations in an externally
appliedfield, as it does formagnetic-field fluctuations in trapped-ions [55–57], or inNMRqubits [58].More
generally, so long as appropriate conditions are satisfied (e.g., effective high temperature), classical processes
may be used to approximate the dephasing effects ofmore complex interactions—ranging frombackground
charge,magnetic flux, and critical currentfluctuations in superconducting qubits [59–61], to interactions
between nuclear spins and their surrounding spin environment inNMR [62], and interactions between singlet-
triplet electron spin states in quantumdots and, again, their surrounding nuclear-spin bath [41, 63–66].We note
also that control imperfections, such asfluctuations in the frequency of amaster oscillator, often result in
effective dephasing that can be accuratelymodeled as classical noise [55, 67, 68].
The quantum contributions to our noiseHamiltonian describe a dephasing interaction between themulti-
qubit system and a bosonic environment of quantumoscillators. Such interactions, in the formof lattice
vibrationalmodes, arise naturally in solid-state systems. A prominent example is the coupling between excitonic
qubits in quantumdots and acoustic vibrations, which has been identified as the dominant source of dephasing
in this type of system [69–73]. Even beyond oscillator environments, the linear spin-bosonmodel has been
widely applied to describe open-systemdynamics in situationswhere the system–environment coupling is weak
25
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enough for a linear approximation to be valid [74]. For example, the dephasing effects of current and voltage
fluctuations in Josephson junction qubits are accurately described in terms of spin-boson interactions [75].
It is often the case that the noise is generated by a large number of independent, weakly coupled sources, and
can therefore be assumed to beGaussian. Generic noise, however, is non-Gaussian; in particular, asmentioned
in section 4.1, the assumption ofGaussianity breaks down for qubits operated at an optimal point [43], as well as
for strongly coupled bistable fluctuators of the sort that generate f1 in Josephson nano-circuits [42, 59]. For
quantum environments, both the initial state and the nature of the interactionwith the systemwill determine
whether the noise is Gaussian or not [14]. In these cases, the interplay between generalized FFs and higher-order
noise spectra needs to be carefully considered.
Despite the broad applicability of the dephasing noisemodel onwhichwe have based our analysis, it
necessarily neglects important aspects that will affect the evolution of the system in reality. In particular, it is
generally true that interactions between a quantum system and its environment will generate both dephasing
and relaxation effects, with associated characteristic time scalesT2 andT1, respectively. Themulti-qubit DD
protocols we have presented are designed to address dephasing effects only, and are therefore not expected to be
effective if ‘off-axis’noise effects are significant over the desired storage time. In such cases,multi-axis DD
protocols are necessary to counter both dephasing and relaxation effects simultaneously, and it is an interesting
open question to determine the extent towhich suitable variants of generalized displacement anti-symmetry
may possibly still prove beneficial. That being acknowledged, formost of the above-mentionedQIP settings, an
appreciable separation between dephasing and relaxation times exists (that is, T T1 2), and dephasing effects
provide the dominant source of error up to very long storage times. In these systems, relaxationwill not be a
significant factor limiting the validity of our results, including those pertaining to long-time quantum storage
[17]. By contrast, if the dephasing noise is stronglyMarkovian, the lack of temporal correlationswill limit the
usefulness of the proposed protocols. However, as already remarked in section 2.1, this holds forDD techniques
generally, and it is well understood that significantMarkovian error contributionsmust be countered using
closed-loop quantum error correction strategies [1].
Even if the above conditions are obeyed, the simplifying assumption of the existence of a hard noise cutoff
wc L, r for each of noise spectrum frequencies wLr , made in section 4.1, will hardly bemet in realistic scenarios. The
purpose of this assumptionwas to avoid the singular behavior associatedwith the resonant frequencies defined
by equation (50). In the absence of these cutoffs, the contribution of any noise at these frequencies will be
amplified in away that grows linearly with the numberM of base sequence repetitions, ultimatelymaking a long-
time plateau unsustainable. However, building on the quantitative analysis carried out for the single-qubit case
[17], if the the noise beyond the resonant frequencies decays sufficiently rapidly, one can expect the errors
associatedwith high frequency noise to grow slowlywithM. As in the single-qubit case, we expect that thismay
still allow for themaintenance of a fidelity plateau for storage times that are sufficiently long to be practically
useful.
Beside deviations from the assumed decoherencemodel, realistic control scenarios will inevitably face a
number of technological limitations and imperfections.While the precise nature and extent of the discrepancies
resulting from the simplifying assumption of perfect control resources we havemadewill depend on the
particular physical systembeing investigated, it is worthwhile highlighting those features thatmay have the
greatest potential to limit the efficacy of the proposed quantum storage protocols across all potential QIP
platforms. First, it is clear that any real control pulse has a non-zero duration. As a result, the application of each
pulse in aDD sequencewill introduce depolarization errors, in addition to a purely dephasing effect. It will not
then be possible to describe themodulating influence of a pulse sequence in terms of uniaxial switching
functions of the form exemplified in equation (20), and, consequently, theMagnus expansion for the controlled
propagator ˜ ( )U Te will no longer exactly truncate. Strictly speaking, although it is possible to design sequences of
finite-width pulses that achieve a non-zero CO [76], the (infinite-level-Magnus) FO [ ]F¥ of anyDDprotocols
for a two-axis decoherencemodel will be zero [19]. Generally, onemay expect this problem to becomemore
significant as the number of applied pulses increases.
For short-term state preservation and relatively small numbers of qubitsN, errors introduced by finite-
duration pulses need not be amajor concern, as the low-FO contributionsmay be negligible, so that the
‘effective’ FO [ ]F k forfinite orderκ remains sufficiently high [19, 79]. For long-termmemory and/or largeN,
however, the accumulation of pulse-induced errorsmay significantly reduce the attainablefidelity and the
duration of any plateau. There are two readily apparent approaches to addressing this problem,whichwill likely
have to be used in tandem in practical dephasing settings. Thefirst, and amotivation for this work, is to useDD
protocols that utilize theminimumnumber of pulses to achieve a desired level of error suppression for a given
dephasing environment and system sizeN. The second is to replace ‘primitive’DDpulses with dynamically
corrected gates or composite pulses [7, 8, 77–79], so that error cancellation ismaintained for the duration of all
pulses, up to a sufficiently high order. For single-qubit storage, this approach has been shown to successfully
counter pulse-width effects whichwould otherwise prevent or degrade a coherence plateau [17].While a
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quantitative (numerical) analysis of a specificmulti-qubit system is beyond our current scope, we expect similar
techniques tomaintain their usefulness, with the caveat that different COsmay be required for different qubits,
in order for the overall sign patterns required by displacement anti-symmetry to bemaintained.
Lastly, another important source of control error arises from limited timing resolution and ‘jitter’. Thismay
take the formof imprecision in the timing of the individual pulses that comprise aDD sequence. As the analysis
in [80] implies, evenwhen pulses are assumed to have vanishing duration, and imprecision is restricted to small
rounding errors in the timing of each pulse, the actual CO and FOwill go to zero. For short-term storage, this
issue ismost serious for optimized sequences, such as those based onUDD,which are known to be particularly
sensitive to pulse placement. For long-term storage, twomain effectsmay be attributable to timing errors in the
multi-qubit case. Thefirst effect, similar to the single-qubit setting analyzed in [17], is premature or belated
memory access time. The long-timememory protocols discussed in section 4 are designed to allow for high-
fidelity access to stored information only at integermultiples of the base sequence time, i.e., when =T MTp,
with access latency capped at T Tp . If there is some small timing offset dt , so that d= +T MT tp , the sub-
optimal access time can have a similar effect onfidelity as pulse timing imprecision. The second effect, distinctive
of themulti-qubit scenario, is breaking the generalized displacement anti-symmetry that is necessary for a
plateau regime to exist. A full quantitative analysis of timing errors is necessarily highly system-dependent and,
again, beyond our scope.We nevertheless include in appendix B a qualitative analysis of symmetry-breaking
effects on plateau emergence, based on a timing errormodel which, despite its oversimplified nature, is
analytically tractable and captures the essential idea. Ultimately, as anticipated at the single-qubit level [17], this
analysis reinforces how it is essential thatDDprotocols, particularly those intended for long-time storage, be
clocked by high-resolution (sub-ps) timing systemswithminimum jitter.
6. Conclusion and outlook
Wehave provided criteria for the design of effective and efficient control protocols for the preservation of
arbitrarymulti-qubit states in a relevant class of dephasingmodels, that combines the effects of classical noise
and a linear interactionwith a bosonic bath, not necessarily in thermal equilibrium.Under the assumption that
(nearly) instantaneousDDpulsesmay be selectively applied to arbitrary subsets of qubits, we showed that the
reduced dynamics of amulti-qubit system can be expressed in terms of a hierarchy of noise spectra—that
capture the statistical properties of quantum and classical dephasing sources in the frequency domain—and of a
small set offirst- and second-order FFs—that the describe themodulating effect of the applied control. These
results allow for a relatively straightforward, exact characterization of the performance of an arbitraryDD
protocol in both the time and frequency domains, and serve as the starting point for the derivation of conditions
for the construction of resource-efficient high-orderDDprotocols.
Specifically, we showed thatmulti-qubit DD sequencesmay be constructed that are able to achieve high-
order error suppression using exponentially fewer pulses than themost efficient existing protocols, so long as
any direct qubit-qubit coupling is constant. This reduction in pulse number offers tremendous practical
advantages in terms of the requiredminimum switching time and the cumulative effect of pulse errors. The
improvement in efficiency derives from the property of displacement anti-symmetrywithwhich the new
protocols are endowed. Importantly, through the imposition of this formof temporal symmetry, it is also
possible to ensure that a sequence achievesmaximalfiltering order in the frequency domain. This contrasts with
previously proposedmulti-qubit protocols based onnesting and concatenation, for whichmaximumfiltering
order cannot always be guaranteed.
We also demonstrated that themethod of producing long-time quantummemory viaDD sequence
repetition, described previously for single-qubit systems underGaussian noise, can be generalized tomulti-
qubit systems possibly subject to general non-Gaussian noise. For strictly classical, Gaussian noise onN qubits,
the conditions for engineering the required fidelity plateau are a natural extension of those derived for the single-
qubit case [17]. However, when a quantum spin-boson interaction is included, thefidelity plateau cannot be
maintained unless additional structure is imposed on the base sequence from the outset.We found that those
sequences possessing displacement anti-symmetry have the necessary structure and, therefore, can be used to
generate afidelity plateau in a combined classical and quantumnoise environment. On the basis of these
observations, we have outlined a simple switched control protocol for the the generation and storage of
entangledmulti-qubit states.
The central role of that the displacement anti-symmetry plays in suppressing the effects of noise associated
with the genuinely quantum (non-commuting)nature of the bath points to its relevance for characterizing bath-
induced spatial correlations, alongwith their impact on the implementation of quantum technologies. By
comparing the response of two qubits to different control sequences, for instance, it is nowpossible in principle
to discriminate between a classical or a quantumbathwithGaussian statistics. Thismay have important
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implications for quantumverification and validation protocols and, ultimately, fault-tolerant quantum
computing architectures in the presence of bath-induced spatial correlations.While exploring the usefulness of
displacement anti-symmetry beyond the class of open quantum systems examined here is a natural direction for
further investigation, we anticipate immediate applications of our enhancedDD sequences in the context of
multi-qubit noise spectroscopy for correlated dephasing environments [50, 51].
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AppendixA. Controlled two-qubit dynamics underGaussian dephasing
To exemplify the formalism presented in section 2.3, let us consider in detail a two-qubit systemundergoing
stationary zero-meanGaussian dephasing due to combined classical and quantumbosonic sources.With
reference to equation (25), the relevant generalized FFs are ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )w w wG T G T G T, , , , ,Z Z Z Z
1 1 1
1 2 1 2
, and
( )( ) w w-G T, ,Z Z,
2
1 2
. The interaction-picture two-qubit dynamics is given by
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where the decay and phase evolution are determined by the real and imaginary part of the noise second-order
cumulants, respectively. Specifically, the decay contribution includes all the classical-noise effects (equation (33))
plus, from the quantumnoise, a contribution that it is identical towhat onewouldfindunder a private-bath
assumption (first term in equation (34)):
















Non-commutativity of the bath operators, [ ( ) ( )]ℓ ℓ ¢ ¹¢B t B t, 0, is responsible for additional non-trivial phase
evolution in certain off-diagonal density-matrix elements:
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where ∣ ∣ ℓ ℓº åa a andwe have explicitly identified two distinct contributions: (i) fi 0, resulting from the
second-orderMagnus term; (ii) fi 1, originating from the partial trace over the quantumbath. Thanks to the
bosonic algebra, and at variance with ( )c Tab , ( )f Tab depends only on theHamiltonian and not on rB (in
particular, ( )f Tab is temperature-independent)
9.
The presence of the [· ·]D , function in the above equations implies that not all noise sources contribute to
the evolution of a given density-matrix element. Bymaking the following natural identifications,
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where · stands for an identity action.While the diagonal entries (populations) are unaffected by the dephasing
noise, off-diagonal terms decay according to different controlled decoherence functions, in the absence of
special symmetries10. Similarly, the phase evolution is not the same for all the off-diagonal coherence elements.
9
Classical non-Gaussian noise can also contribute to phase evolution, if odd-order cumulants are non-zero. For classical plus quantumnon-
Gaussian noise, i.e., when high-order cumulants of ( )ℓB t , ( )ℓ ℓh ¢ t, and/or ( )ℓz t exist, all factors in equation (32)may contribute to ( )f tab
and it becomes hard to isolate classical versus quantum effects.
10
It is easy to verify that, for collective dephasing, qubit-permutation symmetry implies that c c c= = 21,1 2,2 1,2 , in agreement with
decoherence-free subspace theory [1].
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Rather, the diagonal and anti-diagonal entries do not exhibit phase evolution, whereas all other elements gain a
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Aparadigmatic situation is a pureGaussian two-qubit spin-bosonmodel underDD, inwhich case the classical
average in the above expression for ( )c Tab vanishes and one has
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with single- and two-qubit contributions given by
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that is, they are determined by an integral of the overlap between a product of FFs, purely dependent on the
control, and the noise power spectra ( )ℓ ℓ w¢
+S ,
B, . Thanks to the stationary zero-mean assumptions, note that no
single FF ( )( )
ℓ
wG t,Z
1 contributes to the reduced dynamics, but only ( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ ℓ ℓ
w w w- =G T G T G T, , ,Z Z Z
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Since the latter is an even function of frequency, rewriting the integral in equation (A.1) as one over the non-
negative axismakes it clear that only ( ) ( )w bwJ coth 2 contributes. Similarly, the symmetry properties
highlighted in equation (15) allow one to cast the contribution to ( )c Tab in equation (A.2) in a formwhere it is
manifestly real.
The two terms contributing to the controlled phase evolution ( )f Ti ab may likewise be expressed as overlap
integrals, except that the purely quantumnoise spectra, ( )ℓ ℓ w¢
-S ,
B, , which arises frombath non-commutativity, is
the relevant one in this case. Explicitly
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wherewe have used the anti-symmetry property of ( )w--S1,2B, , given in equation (15), togetherwith the
relationships
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which followdirectly from the definition.Written in the formof equations (A.3) and (A.4), it ismanifest that
fi 0,1 are purely imaginary, as expected.
As anticipated, we remark that the special case of free dynamicsmay be recovered as a limiting case, by letting
the control switching functions ( )ℓ ºy t 1 for all ℓ t, , which yields
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Onemay then verify that our expressions recovers existing results obtained for both two- andmulti-qubit free
spin-boson dephasing dynamics, see e.g. [22, 28].
Appendix B. Two-qubitfidelity plateau under symmetry-breaking timing errors
Aqualitative understanding of the effect of timing errors on long-timemulti-qubit storagemay be obtained by
focusing on how they influence the underlying displacement anti-symmetry, and how the resulting deviation
from the ideal anti-symmetry conditionmay in turn affect the plateau. In order to isolate and analyze this effect,
we assume all pulses are perfect with the exception of the pulses that generate the displacement anti-symmetry.
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Consider, as an example, the use of CDD1 on qubit one andCDD2 on qubit 2 as base sequences. One can
generate a displacement anti-symmetric sequence ( )( )U Td X X1,2, , p1 2 , as described in themain text (recall in particular
equations (41) and (42)), by applying two consecutive CDD1 sequences of lengthT 2p on qubit one, while doing
the samewithCDD2 for qubit 2, but conjugating the second half by anX pulse. In the ideal, error-free case, this
gives rise to the following control switching functions:
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Mathematically, the cleanest way to analyze the effect of a deviation from an ideal displacement anti-symmetry is
to introduce a timing error.We introduce this via a deviation from the ideal pulse timingwhich is a fraction δ of
theminimum switching time used in the sequence, i.e., themiddleX2 pulse inducing the displacement anti-
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which can bemore compactly rewritten as
˜ ( ) ( )
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where, as in themain text, (·)Q denotes theHeaviside step function.
It is then possible to rewrite the relevant equation determining the emergence of the plateau including
quantumbosonic noise (equation (59) in themain text) by using the noisy filters, thereby computing the
corrections induced by a non-zero δ. Onefinds then the noisy FFs
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which can be combined to obtain the following expression, up the leading-order frequency contributions:
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fromwhich the noisy version of equation (59) follows. The effect of such timing errors is illustrated infigure B1 ,
for the same two-qubit system and low-temperatureGaussian bosonic spectrum analyzed infigure 7 of themain
text. As onemay expect, in the presence of such errors (and qualitatively similarly to the effect of other control
imperfections [17]), it is no longer possible to generate an indefinitely long fidelity plateau. Indeed, for violations
of the anti-symmetry condition that are relatively large compared to the relevant switching time ( d 103), it
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becomes difficult to identify a plateau at all. For sufficiently small violations, on the other hand, it is still possible
to engineer a clear plateau that can be sustained for a significant numberM of base-sequence repetitions. Thus,
while themagnitude of any control errors plays an important role in determining the viability of an extended
fidelity plateau, themere existence of such imperfections need not, in itself, prohibit the generation and
maintenance of a practically useful long-time quantummemory. As stressed in themain text, these results
underline the need for high-precision control engineering inQIP.
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